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SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1834.
Editorial Convention in Maine,—The
time and place of holding this Convention
having been appointed and legal notice giv
en it was duly holden, at Augusta, where
the Legislature were in session. The u pres
sure” is so great in that state on account of
the removal of the deposites, or the turning
of the great screws, or on some other ac
count, and is so severely felt by the edito
rial fraternity—that no discounts could be
obtained for the purchase of dickeys or
black stocks, and of course most of the gen
try of the Press were missing. The editor
of an agricultural paper, however, having
been remarkably successful in raising half
a dozen pounds of flax, in one corner of a
potato patch, found himself able to appear
on the ground, dressed like a patriot from
the collar to the waistband, in domestic
manufacture.; and nobody else appearing,
he assembled himself together, in solemn
form, and the meeting proceeded to business.
The official account of the proceedings has
not been published, and as the Convention
sat with closed doors, they have not been
reported. It is said the chairman presided
with a great deal of dignity—that the speech
es were very remarkably well received—
and every thing went on and off harmoni
ously. We hope the editor of the Farmer
will favor us with his paper containing the
Journal of his Convention, as it will afford
an excellent precedent to the editorial Con
vention which is to be holden in N. Hamp
shire.—Exeter N. Letter.

The Bank ! the Bank '.—Oh the monster!
This is the cry of all the presses of the mon
archists. It reminds one of the man in Eng
land, arrainged on the charge of murder.
The Clerk. “ Hold up your right hand.”
Prisoner. “ Oh the bloody judges !” Clerk.
“ What’s that, sir ?” Prisoner. “ Oh the
bloody judges !” Clerk.—“ You are charged
with the murder of John Smith.” Prisoner.
“ Oh the bloody judges!” “ Are you guilty,
or not guilty ?” “ Oh the bloody judges !”
Clerk. (Turning to the court.) This pris
oner is either mad, or an arch rogue, may
it please your honor.” Prisoner. “ Oh the
bloody judges !” After the trial, when the
jury answered 44 Guilty,” he cries “ Oh the
bloody judges !—Murder will out; the devil
tempted me.”
Just so, now in this trial of Andrew Jackson before the people. “ You are charged
with murdering public credit.” Answer. “ Oh
the bank—the monster !” Charge. “ You
have laid hands on ten millions of the peo
ple’s money.” Ans.—“ Oh the bloody mid
night monster—the golden calf!” Charge.
“ You swear that Andrew Jackson’s will
shall be, and is the law.” Ans. “ Oh the
golden calf—the bank !” Charge.—“ You
say you will prorogue Congress.” Ans. u Oh
the monster—the bloody bank !” Charge.
“ You set yourself for a king of us the people.”
Ans. “ Oh Nick Biddle—the bloody Nick—
the old Nick—the monster !” Charge. “ The
people find you guilty of all these charges.”
Ans. “ Oh the monster—Ah the devil—the
little devil—the squirming devil—Mat and
Amos tempted me.”
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SPEECH OF MR. SPRAGUE, OF ME. gress, so that they could not either, or both«
express opinions against his alarming en*
IN SENATE, THURSDAY, APRIL 17.
croachment, unless in the solemn form of art
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
On the reception of the late Message ofthe Pres impeachment.
JAMES K. REMICH.
He assumes that the declaration of the Sen
ident of the United States.
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting- House.
ate is a criminal procedure against him, and.
Mr.
SPRAGUE
rose
to
make
a
very
few
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
observations upon the extraordinary paper then enters into an argument to provs that
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
just
read, more in grief than in anger; for it is unauthorized« He might as well assume
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
whatever feelings might be excited on ordinary that it was piracy, and, after calling it by a
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
occasions, by such assumptions and assaults, false name, reason upon it from his own as
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
he thought that on an occasion like the present, sumptions. Sir, the expressions of opinion
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
in relation to a document coming from such on the part of the Senate, that the President
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr
a source, and calculated to produce such an had assumed powers not granted by the Con
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
effect, if sustained, on the institutions of the stitution, is said to be a judicial sentence with
notice of trial, and without the previous
charged for its insertion.
country, all other feelings should be merged out
formalities required by the Constitution ; and
in those of solemn and deep regret. The yet
this same President has heretofore de
claims of Executive power set forth in that nounced an act of the Senate as unconstitu
____ MISCELLANEOUS. ___
document, if admitted and established, would tional I Was that in him a judicial sentence?
'
SPRING FLOWERS.
leave no other Department of this Govern
In an Executive message of March, 1833, but
“ The wise
ment than a single Executive. What does the
little more than a year since, he declares
Read nature like the manuscript of Heaven,
President say ? He asserts that all Execu athat
a resolution of the Senate is unconstitu
And call the flowers its poetry.”
tive power is vested in him—that he is respon tional,
and therefore he would make no more
I love the fair and beautiful blossoms,
sible for all the acts of every public officer—
that all right, authority, and power given nominations to certain offices. [Mr. S. then
that are scattered so abundantly in the
read the message.] Here, sir, is a declara
them by law is, and must be, vested and em tion
spring season over the field, and by the
that the Senate has acted unconstitution
bodied
in
him,
as
head
and
fountain
of
all
—
quiet edges of the wood, or when their sun
ally ; and yet, although the President may
that
he
stands,
therefore,
as
the
sole
Execu

ny petals tremble to the pleasant murmur
declare that we have violated the Constitu
tive officer ; all others being merged in him. In tion in restraining bis power, the Senate may
ing of the streams, that go by like merchant
what language did he speak of the Secretary not presume to express its opinions with re
men trafficking their melody for gales of
of the Treasury ? “ His Secretary “ One gard to the President’s seizing upon the mo
odour. I would not gather the first flowers
of his Secretaries.” Thus the Secretary of ney of the People, without being charged
that lift up their delicate heads to meet me
the Treasury is designated as the Secretary with having pronounced a judicial sentence
of the President, and not the Secretary of the without trial. Take this very document, thiá
in my spring path ;—it seems to me almost
law. All the Secretaries are his Secretaries; protest itself; is it not filled, saturated, with
as if they were gifted with a feeling, and a
the Major General of the Army is his Major declarations that the Senate has violated the
perception of the loveliness of nature, and I
General ; the Captains in the Navy are his Constitution ? Is it not almost wholly de
cannot carelessly pluck them from their
Captains, and all the civil officers of the Gov nunciatory ? And at the instant in the doc
frail stems and throw them aside to their
ernment are his officers—his instruments, as ument in which he is uttering these accusa
AWFUL CALAMITY.
early withering ; ’tis like defacing the pages
We copy from the Kittanning (Armstrong denominated in another part of this docu tions and denunciations against this body, he
of a favorite book of poetry, round which
Co.) Gazette and Columbian, the following ment. The forty thousand officers in the is making it a matter of grievous complaint
Blue Book are his officers—his instruments that the Senate has simply expressed an opin
the spirit of the bard seems hovering still in
account of a most distressing occurrence.
The origin of Fashion,—On a pleasant
a preserving watchfulness.
44 On the night of Friday the 18th ult. the —his army—to do his bidding, as His crea ion that he has transcended the limits of the
Beautiful flowers ! they are the 44 jewel morning in--------- as 1 was liesurely walking house and barn of Capt. John C. Kissinger tures—knowing no law but his will. Did not Constitution. There was a resolution intro
ry” of spring, and bravely do they decorate along the wharves of Nantucket, far-farned of Toby township, Pa. in this county, were, this correspond with what it was known that duced into the Senate some years since,
he had said to the Philadelphia committee, as
her laughing brow, gladening all hearts with for its bold seamen, enterprising navigators, consumed by fire, and what is most shocking well as to others, when he spoke of this Gov similar in its principle and effect to this which
her exceeding loveliness. But no ! there and industrious and economical citizens, I to relate nine of his children penshed in the ernment as “ My Government 2” Yes, sir, is so much complained of, and yet I am not
dames ! The parents were absent on a visit to
are some hearts for whom her voice has no accidentally overheard the following dialogue Mrs. Kissinger’s father^ a distance of about my Government! ! ! This Government is aware that the President, or any of his friends,
have ever denounced it as an assumption of
between
an
old
son
of
Neptune,
who
had
cadences of joy, her beauty no power to
8 miles. Out of eleven children two only my Government, and all its officers my offi unconstitutional power. It was the resolu
hasten the lagging pulse.—How can the glo retired from the boisterous element, and a are left—one an infant which the parents had cers !! ! “ I am the State.”
tion of a Senator from North Carolina, not
Having thus embodied all executive pow now a member of the Senate, (Mr. Branch,)
rious spring speak rejoicingly to those over young lad, while employed in loading a with them, the other a daughter of 8 years of
er
in
a
single
individual,
what
does
he
arro

horse
cart
with
wood,
which
by
the
by
is
age who was away from home.—The way
whose degraded brows the free gales seem
which 1 will take the liberty to read to th®
gate as belonging essentially to the Execu
to breathe revilings, instead of peacefulness no unusual employment for the wealthy in the fire originated is not known ; and it was tive ? He claims in this document what Senate. It is as follows :
and high thoughts, and for whose ears the habitants to be engaged in, even up to these not discovered till about 9 o’clock the next• never before was heard in this country ; he
[Mr. S. here read the preamble and resolu
morning. One horse and a large quantity of
gush of melody seems only to syllable one days.
had gone beyond any who ever claimed ex tion relative to the Panama mission.]
grain
was
consumed
:
in
short,
nothing
was
Grandfather, said the lad, where do peo
reproachful name ? Gladness and beauty
Here the President announced that he had
left in or about the house or barn unconsu- traordinary power for the Executive when
he said that, under the constitution, the Pres /accepted the invitation to take part in the Pa
are not for the sympathies of the wretched, ple get all their fashions from ? why says rned.
and far better than the brightness of vernal the old Captain, from Boston—well, where
A gentleman who had been present at the ident must have possession of a# the public nama Congress, and that Ministers would be
commissioned ; in consequence of which the
sunshine does the dreariness of winter har do Boston folks get them ! Why from Eng scene of the calamity, subsequently called property, and the public money !
Not content with advancing this unprece declaration in the resolution just read was
monize with the desolate spirit of the slave. land—Ah ! and where do the English get upon us, from whom we learn a few addi
dented doctrine, this astounding claim, once, made. I am not aware that it ever was ques
Oh, that the warm breathings of univer them from ? From France was the reply tional particulars. The sufferers were from he repeats it in another form, and declares in tioned that it was competent for the Senate
nineteen
years
of
age
and
downwards.
So
—
Welland
where
do
the
French
get
them
?
sal love might drive out from the bosoms of
far as could be observed the bones were in express terms that “ Congress cannot take so to express its opinion. This protest asserts
men, the cold unfeeling winter of indiffer The old Captain being somewhat piqued, the same relative position in which they slept, out of the hands of the Executive Department that the resolution to which it relates is not
ence, with which they have so long regard at the close inquisitiveness of the young ur which leads to the belief that they were the custody of the public property or money, legislative, nor designed as the foundation of
ed the sufferings of their oppressed breth chin, and his knowledge of the source from smothered in their beds by the smoke before without an assumption of Executive power, &. legislation. How does the President know
ren ! that the beautiful blossoms of Chris whence fashion springs being pretty much the flames reached them. One only had a subversion of the first principles of the Con that ? How does he know that it was not
stitution.” He had gone farther than even his intended to lay the foundation ofa bill for the
tian compassion and holy benevolence, exhausted, instantly replied—44 Why right gone to a different part of the house.—Awful warmest friends on this floor, or in the coun restoration of the deposites ? He undertake®
springing up in their hearts, might shed straight from the Devil—there ; now, stop as was the agent of their death it was proba try. What did gentlemen say, when the de to say that this body cannot pass a resolution
bly attended with but little suffering. The
over thein the fragrance of the memory of your noise.”
unhappy parents we are told, were first (and bate on the subject of the public deposites for the purpose of preventing an evil prece
good deeds !. Then should the benediction
very prudently too) only informed of the de was going on ? They told us, said Mr. S. dent. Might not the Senate have said, on
idea.—A poor Irishman, who had struction of their property. The father re that, although the deposites were removed, this occasion, that it expressed and recorded
of those that were ready to perish, come
upon them like the blessings of44 the early never received the blessings of an education turned on Saturday but the mother remained they were still subject to the control of Con- its disapprobation, lest the act of the Execu
and the latter rain,” and the grateful tears and was engaged working at a house where at her father’s until the next morning still ig-‘ gress. It was insisted, by some, that the re tive might be drawn into a dangerous prece
moval‘ itself
itself had placed
plac< the moneys under the dent ? Might it not be deemed important to
of the forlorn ones rest on them as a fertil there were several small children, was thus norant of the extent of her loss.—When she) rnova
. It was repeated and prevent the effects of silent acquiescence in
arrived
she
surveyed
for
a
moment
the
smo-|P°.
wer
Congress,
accosted
by
one
of
them
who
had
just
re

izing dew, clothing them with happiness
we
taunted with the idea that ¡Executive usurpation ? We have seen how
turned from school—“ Michael can you king ruinsand then asked for her children—I ^lte,‘ated ; vye were t
like a thick mantle of summer verdure.
let the reader imagine, if he can, the effect of’ Congress might by legislation determine their 1 precedents to enlarge Executive power are
spell calf?”—“ no, sure, an’ how should I the shocking disclosure.
¡possession ; and now the President comes Í urged upon us. Silent acquiescence has been
Colors of Flowers.—-’The fugitive prop when I never larnt”—well, said the urchin,
It is a remarkable circumstance and one i ¡a?re
asserts that the Constitution gives again and again construed into an approbation
erty of some colors is well known ; and in 44 then spell cow”—“ an’ faith, an’ how calculated to heighten if possible the distress! "irV , e s®le possession of the public money, of Executive measures, and yet the Senate is
no way better exemplified than as they nat should I spell a cow, when I can’t even of
of‘these parents, that their only child was!
was i ?nd that Congress cannot take it. from him. not permitted to speak ; and, if they do not
What further ? After claiming all Executive speak, silence is assumed to be approbation
urally exist in flowers. The fume arising spell a calf.”
burnt to death some years since.
from a common sulphur match, which is, in
A horse and a yoke of oxen were burnt. power, both of the purse and the sword ! and support. If precedents were needed to
dog that lay in the barn was burnt and his what furtheT ? A new source of boundless sustain our course, I might cite the proceed
fact, sulphuric acid, will change purple and
Whiskey ! Whiskey !—A gentleman, A
bones
were found in the place he " was accus power is discovered. My friend from Mis ings in relation to the Seminole war; I might
crimson colors to pink. The blue in com who has resided in the western part of the
tomed
to lie. Two large hogs were consu sissippi (Mr. Poindexter) had stated that the also cite the resolution in the other House
bination with the red, is readily discharged ; State of New York, the past winter, relates
med in the pen although the door was open. Constitution gave the President no right to in relation to the Panama mission ; but it is
indeed, a pink or purple flower might be the following fact which occurred in the
On Sunday the bones of the children were send this protest to Congress, and he read the unnecessary now to dwell further upon this
completely bleached by holding it in the village where he resided. It shows the collected, deposited in a coffin and buried, in clause designating on what occasions the topic. There is one part of this protest to
! fumes of sulphur. Thus, roses and dahlias value which some of the Yorkers put upon presence of a large concourse of sympathi President may communicate with the Nation which it is proper that I should advert. The
al Legislature ; but the gentleman did not President has seen fit to set forth, at full
shave been made to assume a variegated and whiskey :
sing friends and neighbors.
observe the new source from whence this length, certain legislative proceedings in
very novel appearance. The blue ComA woman called on her neighbor one
power was now claimed.—Where did the particular States, which might be supposed
JI
cold
water
man
—
a
hard
drinker.
—
A
few
¡melina tuberosa is more permanent, as are morning and wished to borrow a few pounds
President pretend to find the authority to to have a bearing on individual members of
days
since
we
were
made
acquainted
with
yellows and greens. Bright pink stripes of flour. The good man of the house in
Mr. James Webb, a native of Hanover, Mass, send this extraordinary protest ? Not to give this body. He has done me the honor to re
;and veins may be produced on the dark quired if her husband had not a plenty of and now a resident of North Fairhaven. This information to Congress on the stale of the fer to my vote upon this occasion, and to my
purple petals of panseys, dahlias, and other wheat.
44 O yes” was the reply. Then is the most remarkable man with whom we Union ; not to recommend any legislative having advocated the resolution, and then
dark colored flowers, with a camel-hair pen said the man, I should think he had better were ever in company. His strange history measures ; no, he finds his authority in his detailed certain proceedings of the State—no,
cil and oil of vitriol, to yield a rather pleas- carry some of it to mill than go to the store is fraught with peculiar interest. Howsoever oath to defend, preserve and protect the Con not of the átate, but of the Legislature. Sir,
iing effect. Such lines should not be drawn every morning and purchase a gallon of incredible it may seem to those unacquainted stitution of the United States ; he distinctly all I need say to the tenant of the White-House
is, that, if the Secretary of the Treasury is
-to the edge of the petal, or a little injury whiskey. And continued he, what do you with the fact, of its truth we have had occu- claims to derive substantive power from the claimed by him to be his Secretary, I am not
.terms of his official oath. A claim unpre
lar
demonstration,
that
Mr.
Webb
is
in
the
will ’.soon be evident ; nor should they be do with so much whiskey ? 44 O,” says the
cedented, astounding, unlimited, illimitable. his Senator. I recognize no right in the
^strong, nor near together, as they quickly woman, 44 a gallon of whiskey is nothing in habit of drinking one or two quarts of cold He is to defend, preserve and protect the President of the United States to lecture me
water at a draught—He averages six gallons
spread.
These playful deceptions may a family of small children like ours, consider per day, drinking at the rate of a quart an Constitution. And as the Senate had passed on my Senatorial duties, whatever power he
yield occasional amusement, but it would be ing we don’t keep a cow.”
hour, both day and night, and not unfrequent- a resolution, which, in the opinion of the Ex may claim over his trembling officers, or how
neither good taste nor good feeling to perly a gallon and upwards at a time. This ecutive, violated the Constitution, he con ever arbitrarily and oppressively he may con
Brattleboro’ Mess.
?mit a ’friend to quit our society under any
has been bis practice ever since his remem ceives it to be his duty to come here and cor trol them. I am not his officer ; and, so far
brance. He indulges in no luxuries of food rect it. What other violation of the Consti as I am concerned at least, he shall learn that
rfalse impression occasioned by such arts.
Characteristic Dialogue.—“ Down east,” —eats moderately—enjoys excellent health— tution will he undertake to correct ? If the this Government is not his Government. 1
Knowledge of this sort is principally valua
Supreme Court shall, in his opinion, tran recognize no right in Andrew Jackson to
ble by exhibiting the visible chemical action observed a southerner to a Yankee, 44 a cow attends promptly to his business—and lives scend the Constitution, will he not go there come between me and the People I represent.
happily
with
a
wife
and
seven
interesting
off

and
a
calf,
and
a
calico-frock,
is
said
to
be
of one ingredient on another, and by awake*
spring. When dry, he is feverish and dizzy, and also control them ? Sir, said Mr. S., It is not for him to say what opinions I shall
>ning the mind to what is, and may be, done. a girl’s portion--and that’s the place you and feels a burning throughout the system, with the sword in one hand, and the purse in hold, or what doctrines sustain. I yield not
Various silk and cotton articles, having a come from.” 44 Well,” replied the Yankee, especially at the stomach. He supposes that the other—with the possession of all Execu to his dictation ; I submit not to his assaults ;
•colored ground and white pattern, are first “ people have to be born pretty much where he could not live many hours without water, tive power, and with the treasures of the nation, and I trust that my constituents, the spirited
¡dyed of one uniform color ; and their white other folks say, barrin’ accidents. An’ and thinks he could drink until so full that which he says Congress cannot divest him and intelligent People of Maine, will indig
nantly spurn his audacious interference be
.patterns given by the application of a liquid, you’re from the place, aint ye ? where a the water would rush from his mouth and of, together with the right and duty, under tween them and their servant. To that peo
his oath of office, to vindicate the Constitu
lo discharge part of their ground color. potater-patch, with cracks in’t so wide, that nose, without experiencing any unpleasant tion
against all others, even the great co-ordi ple alone I hold myself solemnly responsible.
The liquid so employed is, not unfrequent- the grasshoppers are picked up at the bot sensations. He had been without water three nate departments, where is the limit of the If, in their judgment, they shall think that I
hours
at
one
time,
the
last
of
which
he
was
ly, injurious to the fabric of these articles, tom by handfuls—all their necks broke try
in excrutiating pain. He is very active—has, President’s power, or his pretensions to carry merit chastisement for believing that he had
which will account for the permanent decay ing to jump over—is a portion for the old in his younger days, run a mile in about four it into practical effect ? He is to see that the no right to seize the public treasure ; or that
¡particularly of some parts of printed cotton. est son. My father told me,” continued minutes; and will now, hejsays, outrun any Constitution is to be preserved ! He has a National Bank is necessary to their prosper
the down-easter, 44 he was once riding by man that can be produced.
told us on a former occasion, by message, ity, I shall submit in all humility to that chas
from them, but from no other hand—
In Germany they dry and reduce to pow one of your great farms, when, observing
Mr. Webb will be forty years old next that he is to support the Constitution as he tisement
no, not even from the acting Monarch of the
der the roots of the Dandelion, which they the wretchedness of the land, he said, 4 the October, at which time, if living,fhe will have understands it ; not as the Judiciary ex White House. The period is rapidly ap
mix in proportion of one third, with their feller that owns this must be plaguy poor :’ drank nearly three thousand barrels ofwater, a pounds it ; not as Congress declares, but as proaching, when, at the ballot box, in their
he individually shall understand it. And
coffee, on account of its cooling properties, —4 Not so poor as you think for ¡’answered quantity which would load a whale ship of now because the Senate has passed resolu primary assemblies, that people may express
preferring much this mixture to pure coffee a voice from the blackberry bushes, 4 for I the first class. This was not caused by im tions expressive of its opinions, he comes more directly than they have yet done, their
It has ever been so, and may be
opinion of my public services. Until this un
or tea as more nourishing and healthful. don’t own but a third on’t—my father gin prudence.
regarded
as
an odd freak of mother Nature.— forward and says it is in violation of the Con
In short, Dandelions have always been con away one-third to get a man to take t’oth We have had the consent of Mr. Webb, thus stitution ; and therefore he must correct it. precedented Presidential attack in the face of
sidered in France and Germany as peculiar er !’ ” 4 Terrible sight of rain lately,’re respectfully to notice his strange appetite, for He asserts that it is acting judicially, and that the nation, it was to me a matter of indiffer
ence whether my political life should be con
ly useful in all visceral obstructions when plied the southerner, 4 when did you come which neither himself nor the most eminent he is not to be touched but by impeachment. tinued or not. I have been ready at all times
Impeachment ! and against the President
eaten as greens or salad, or used in ptisans. down ?’ 4 Dreadful sight of weather lately,’ physicians can account.—JV. Bedford Cou.
wielding the enormous power which he ar to sacrifice it to my convictions of duty. The
rejoined the Yankee, “ when did you come
The Athalia, at New-York, from Para, has rogates ! Does he believe any man weak approbation of my constituents, to whom I
Against hasty determination.—A hasty determina up ?” and here the conversation ended.
tion of some universal principles without a due survey
on board a living Hippopotamus, and a Ka- enough to suppose that an impeachment is am bound by the strong ties of duty and grat
of all the particular cases which may be included in
puarra ; the latter amphibious, infesting the any security against him ? So far from being itude, would indeed be at all times inexpress
Friendship—Stands in need of all help, shores of the Amazon, and very destructive any restraint, it would effectually shield him ibly dear; while, on the other hand, their
them, is a way to lay a trap for our own understand
ings in the pursuit of any subject, and we shall often care, confidence and complaisance; if not
to the sugar cane. It is the first one ever from responsibility and animadversion, if he sanction of the assumptions of Executive
be taken captives into mistake and falsehood.
could thereby gag the two Houses of Con- powers, which would convert this free Resupplied with these, it expires.
Dr. fVatts.
brought to the United States.

their office. They are not the duties of an ordinary
recess. He questioned the necessity of send
director chosen by a stockholder but they ara
public into a Government of one man, would | UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. ing a Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia.
the peculiar duties of a public officer, who is
leave not a single wish to remain in its ser
Mr. Archer read a letter from the Secretary
bound on all occasions to protect, to the utmost
"T
at
ÜRDÂÂT
m
AY
10,1834.
vice. If they desire that their representative
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
of his lawful, means, the public interests; and,
of State, declaring that it was the intention of
should be the mere supple tool of the Presi
the Executive to nominate Ministers to both
The Government? Directors of the where his own authority is not sufficient to pre-»
dent, to do his bidding, register his edicts,
Courts, during the present session, unless cir U. S. Bank.—The Senate of the U. S. on’Fri- vfent injury, to inform those to whom the law has
SENATE.
confided the necessary power.—-Such, then, is
echo his royal mandates, and submit to his
MONDAY, APRIL 28.
cumstances should render it inexpedient. No
day, 2d inst. rejected the four Government the character, and such are the duties, of the
chastisement here, they will seek one better
Mr. Clay presented certain resolutions, question was taken before the Committee
directors appointed by the United States, wheth
fitted for such a service.
Directors of the United States Bank, nomina er the public be stockholders or not. They are
calling for information relative io the sale of rose, and the House adjourned.
That there are such to be found in some public lands during the last year. The Sen
ted by the President on the 11th of March officers of the United States, and not the mere
parts of the country, we have pregnant evi ate then proceeded to the special order of the
THURSDAY, MAY 1.
last, viz. Henry Gilpin, Peter Wager, John T. representatives of a stockholder. The mode of
dence around us. . We see members of Con day. Mr. Bibb concluded his remarks m
their appointment, and their tenure of office, con
The General Appropriation Bill was con
gress openly avowing that they were electea support of his amendment to the resolutions sidered in Committee, the question being Sullivan and Hugh McEklery, by the very firm this position.”
*
*
* . * , *
•as Jackson men, pledged to support all his of Mr. Poindexter, and on motion of Mr. on the motion of Mr. Foot, to strike out the decisive vote of 30 to 11. This was the sec
“ The President may order a scire facias ameasures, reserving to themselves no exer
.
gainst
the
bank,,
for
a
violation
of its charter ;
appropriations for the mission to England ond rejection of these gentlemen— they hav
and the Secretary of the Treasury is empowered
cise of reason or judgment, or conscience or Grundy, the Senate adjourned.
and Russia. Mr. J. Q. Adams supported the ing before been nominated by the President to
direct the money of the United States to be
knowledge. I was not elected as Jackson's
'TUESDAY, APRlt 29.
motion. Whenever the Chairman of the
and rejected by the Senate. The injunction deposited elsewhere, when, in his,judgment, the
man ; 1 am not his man ; I am no man’s
Committee
on
Foreign
Relations
would
Say
public interest requires it to be done. The Di
The Chair conimtihicated a report from
mart; I was elected to perform my legisla
that the nominations would be made, he of secrecy having been removed from the
of this bank, like all others, are accus
tive functions, according to my own convic the Secretary, of that body, relative to the w^uld vote for the, appropriation : but what ■proceedings of the Senate in relation to these rectors
tomed to sit with closed doors, arid do not'report
tions of duty, after the most mature and de memorials presented for and against the res that gentleman had stated was an oracle, not
their proceedings' to any department of the
liberate reflection ; and I have done so I toration of the deposites. From thjs docu- designed to be intelligible^ After a long de-1 nominations they have been published.
•.eminent. The-monthly return, which the char
The members who voted in the affirma ter requires, tq be made to the Treasury Depart
havri sought no personal aggrandizement ; I•. merit,
llTOu^ it appeared that 114,918^subscrinersk of bate, the motion was rejected, yeas 69, nays
have not bowed the knee to Baal ; and I will i the memorials were for, and 8721 against mat 101. The Committee then rose, and the tive were Messrs. Brown, Horsy th, Grundy, ment, gives nothing more than a general state
measure. Mr.
Bell ’presented
memorials
not now submit to this new prerogative
' of"measure.
Mr. E."
....
ment of its pecuniary condition ; and of that but
Hendricks, Hill, King, of Ala. Linn, Robin an imperfect one. For, although it shows the
Presidential animadversion. lam aware that from Somersworth and Dover, N. H. on the House adjourned.
son, Shepley, White, Wright. The members amount; loaned at the bank and its different
the 'President disclaims having referred to the • subject of the existing distress. A bill, ibi
FRIDAY, MAY 2.
branches, it does not show the condition of its
acts of these Stare Legislatures, and the votes . the relief of the Polish exiles, was reported
The day viras occupied in the consideration who, voted in the negative were Messrs. Bell, debtors nor the circumstances under which the
of Senators here, for any othenpurpose than j by the Committee on Public Lands. Mr.
Bibb,
Black,
Calhoun,
Chambers,
Clay,
Clay

the General Appropriation Bill, which was
Ioans were rpade. It does not show whether
as a mere matter of history—merely as a ; Chambers presented a resolution, calling for of
reported to the House with numerous amend ton, Ewing, Frelinghuysen, Kent, King, of they were in truth accommodations granted in
chronicler of the times. He. has selected i¡ information whethef any transfer drafts have
the regular and ordinary course of business, upon*
these particular portions of modern history, been drawn by the Treasury Department ments, by the Committee of the Whole. The Ga., Leigh, Mangum, Moore, Naudain, Poin fair banking principles, or from other motives.”
dexter, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Robbins,
not with any view of assailing á co-ordinate ! since December 11, 1833 ; and if so, to what House then adjourned to Monday.
The President thinks the power of remov
branch of the Government ; not with a pur i purposes they were applied. Mr. Grundy [From Pou.lsoffs (Phil), Advertiser of April 28.] Silsbee, Smith, Sohthard, Sprague, Swift,
pose of attacking particular members, or en i then addressed the Senate in opposition to
ing
the Public Directors, of issuing a scire
Tipton, Tomlinson, Tyler, Waggaman, Web
COL. CROCKETT.
deavoring to hold them up in array against : the amendment proposed by Mr. Bibb to the
facias or of removing the deposites would be
Yesterday,
at
twelve
o
’
clock,
the
Hon.
Da

ster,
Wilkins,
Bepton,
McKean,
Kane
and
resolutions
of
Mr.
Poindexter,
until
the
hour
their Slate Legislatures—oh no I that would
vid Crockett visited the Exchange, attended i‘ Morris, (Jackson-men,) were not in the Senate altogether useless, “ unless there be some
be unworthy7 the Chief Magistrate, and dis of adjournment.
by a vast concourse of our citizens. On his when the question was taken—it is thought means by which the official conduct of the
reputable to his station ; but these selections
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30.
being invited to the east- front of the Ex
are1 made merely as mattter of taste, or as
they were intentionally absent^—probably they public/directors, and the abuses of power on
specimens of his style as an historian. It is
The resolutions of Mr. Poindexter were change, he was received with the welcome
the part of the Corporation, may be brought
merely because they belong to history. What considered, and Mr. Clay addressed the Sen- cheers of the assembled multitude. He then did not want to vote for the Directors and to the knowledge of the Executive Depart
Tallmadge;
a pity it is, sir, that he should not have given i ate at length upon the subject. On motion addressed the people in his own peculiar and would not vote against them.
ment of the Government.” The power given
happy manner, to the following effect :
us some other specimens of historical writing of Mr. Wright the Senate adjourned.
Friends and Fellow Citizens,—In.the first (Jackson) and Knight (aritiJackson) were to the Secretary of the Treasury to examine
—some narrative of facts, not quite familiar
place, I have to thank you for the very kind notin the city.
to the public•; for these which he has select
THURSDAY, MAY 1.
into the conduct and condition of the bank,
The President, it seems, in his message to
reception you have given me ; and in the
ed are the samewhich have appeared, almost
either himself or by an agent, would proba
Mr. McKean presented several memorials, second place, I shall say a few words about
daily for the last three months, in the vitupe from the interior of Pennsy lvania, in favor of|
the Senate, of the 11th March,’ communica
bly never be exercised, unless information was
rative columns of the Official Organ. Would the restoration of the deposites. Mr. Webster i the conduct of our government.
ting to that body his second nomination of
it not have been as well, sir, if he had given observed; that he should be glad to be inform-1 Gentlemen,—I have known Andrew Jack- the rejected directors, took occasion to threat given of suspected misconduct on the part of
us something of the secret history of those ed, as the colleague of the gentleman had > son a long time ; I have, fought by his side ;,
the institution. True, it is the duty of every
and at that time he was an honest man, and | en and insult the Senate,, and to assert,rights
resolutions—the source from which they stated
<
Director to give.information of any miscon
that a revolution was going on in that ■
emanated, the initiated few to whom they j *State in favor of the Administration, whether I think, had a strong mind. But he.is in the and declare doctrines not less alarming and
were first communicated, the caucuses in 'there was, or was not, a deep and growing hands of men of bad grit, who have no object reprehensible than those promulgated in his duct on the part of the board, but the Direct
ors might abuse their power and neglect their
which they were decreed, and all the mo disapprobation of the measures of the Exec but their own aggrandisement. During, the
dus operandi by which private judgment was 'utive relative to the removal of the deposites ? last administration, a hue and cry was raised Protest. We have not room for thè Message duty.
against
it
for
its
extravagance
and
waste
of
entire.
—
Below
is
an
abstract
of
the
paper
:
—
subdued by Executive and party discipline ? 1Mr. McKean said, that the people of the
“ The necessary means of information were'
The President commences by disclaiming therefore provided in .the charter ; and five offi
This would, indeed, have enlightened the counties with which he was acquainted, were, the public money. It was therefore deterpublic, and aided their understanding of his Ias
' far as his knowledge extended, much dis ¡mined to have amore economicalgovern- all pretensions of right, on his part, officially cers' of the Government appointed, in the usual
favorite selections of modern history. He ¡ satisfied wfith the removal of the deposites. ; ment, and for this purpose we elected An- to inquire into or call in question,- the reasons manner, responsible to the public and not to the
might have furnished us, too, with much cu- 'He did not mean to say, that they were rip- i drew Jackson to be President of the United
stockholders, were placed as sentinels at the
rious reading, if he had chronicled the pro posed to the Executive ; but they were dis I States. Well, gentlemen, said the Colonel, of the Senate for rejecting any nomination board, arid are bound, by the nature and charac
ceedings of his upper and nether cabinets. satisfied on account of that measure, which i with his usual good natured smile, this eco whatsoever. He is not responsible to them, ter of their office, to resist, and, if unsuccessful,
nomical government has increased our annu- he says, for the reasons which induce him to to report to the .proper authority every infraction
But I take leave of the historian.
they .attributed to error. Mr. Webster said
The President, after making his onset up that he. did not inquire whether the people i al expenditure nine millions of dollars! make a nomination, nor are they responsible of the charter, and every abuse of power, inorder
that due measures should be taken to punish or
on this body, and arrbgating to himself extra were for or against the administration. He i (Cheers.)
h ; and, in like manner, it is their duty
ordinary and unlimited powers, attempts to was much obliged to the gentleman for his | Gentlemen,—seven months ago, this was to him for the reasons which induce them to correct
to give, when called upon, any explanation of
enlist the sympathies of the Public, under the candid reply. Mr. Chambers presented the j the most flourishing country in the world. reject it. Each is independent of the other,' Iheir own official conduct touching the manage
.
| Look at it now ; and what do you see ? You and both responsible to their respective con
baseless pretext that the resolution of the ------- . ,
ment of the institution.
of the late Constitution«!¡meet-,
Jd
cotnnierce suspended ; your laSenate assailed his private character. He proceedings
“ It was, perhaps, scarcely necessary to pre
ing at Baltimore, on which. an interesting
de('borers wandering about for employment, stituents.
dwells oil his great public services, and pro bate arose, which was not concluded, «„non
sent to the Senate these views of the power of
when
iot
conciudea,
ne
r
meehanic
>
s
sta
rving
;
and
above
all,
you
He
considers
the
gentlemen
nominated
as
the Executive, and of the' duties of the five di
nounces his own eulogium. It. is the old ex the Seriate proceeded to the
e bpgt currency in lbe woHd deranged ! eminently qualified for the offices to which rectors appointed by the United .States, that the
t’ consuieration of I
pedient. Thus has it been in all.ages when Executive business, until the hour of adjourn
And,
gentlemen,
what
is
all
this
for
?
To
grat

the successful warrior thirsts for supreme do
I he proposes to appoint them, and thinks their bank is believed to be now striving to obtain for
itself the government of the country ; and is
ify the will of a superanuated old man ! /A
minion. He appéals to the people, recurs to ment.
man whose popularity, like the lightning of j confirmation by the Senate at its last session, seeking by new and strained constructions, to
his. past services, points to his wounds, to the
FRIDAY, MA¥ 2.
, heaven, blasts and withers all that comes t proof that such was then the opinion of that wrest from the hands of the constituted authori
dangers he has braved, the victories he has
Mr. Clay, from the Committee oh Public j wjt|,jn ¡ts influence. His leading object, in | body. From the refusal now tq confirm ties the salutary Control reserved by the charter.
achie.ve^Jflenounces. those who would ex
And as misrepresentation is one of the most usual
pose$is a mb itiori, and resist his encroach Lands, reported a bill appropriating for a a|] tbe mischief he has done, has been to de-j them, it is evident that there is something in weapons of attack, I have deemed it mj duty to
limited
time,
the
proceeds
of
sales
of
the
pubstr
py
the
best
monied
institution
on
earth.
.
,
.
ments, as enemies and calumniators—and
nnrnort- I Butfgentlemen, will you submit to this exper-1 their conduct during the last year, winch, put before the Senate, in a manner not to be mis
appeals to. the dear people, if they can refuse lie lands, accothpanied by a report, purport- j
understood, the principles on which 1 have acted. .
ing
to
be
a
reply
to
the
Veto
Message
of the imem ? (Cries of never, never !) Gentlemen, I in the opinion of the Senate, disqualifies
Entertaining, as I do, a solemn conviction of
any thing, to. such an injured benefactor. Will
I
am
obliged
to
you
for
your
kind
reception,
j
m
em
•
an(
j
as
thei
Senate
deemed
it
unnecesPresident,
on
the
subject
of
the
same
bill.
A
the truth of these principles, I must adhere tothey not, from' gratitude and sympathy, crush
motion
to
print
5000
'copies
of
the
report,
was
and
for
your
attention
to
what
1
have
now
them,
and act upon thei^i with constancy and
the Constitution, and permit him to rule as
sary to inquire into their qualifications and i
decided by yeas and nays in the affirmative, said.
firmness.
'
uncontrolled master ?
characters,
it
is
to
be
inferred
that
the
change
1
Aware as I now am, of the dangerous machin
He then bowed and retired within the Ex
There is a closing sentiment in this extra yeas 32, nays 9. Mr. Southard presented
of the Bank, it is more than ever my du
.
ordinary document, in which I most cordial resol utions, calling for the weekly and month change, amidst the plaudits of a highly grati in ¡the opinion of the Senate has. arisen from ations
The Message! ty to be. vigilant in guarding the rights of the
ly concur. It is, that Government ought to ly statements of the Bank of the U. Stated fied assemblage of his fellow’ citizens.—He their official misconduct.
People from the impending danger. And I
be known only by the blessings it diffuses ; and the deprisite banks, and authorizing the was afterwards received on the west side of says:—
,/ should
,
feel that I ought to forfeit the confidence
like tl/e dews ;of Heaven, it should be seen Committee on Finance to investigate the con the building, by a crowd of admirers, who The only circumstances In theif official conduct with which my countrymen have honored me, if
and felt only m thè freshhéss and beauty dition of these banks, with power to send for accompanied him to the United States Hotel. which have been deemed of sufficient importance, I did’.not require regular and full reports of every
which it spreads oyer the fair surface of crea persons and papers.
to attract, public attention, are the two.reports thing.in the proceedings of the Bank calculated
Tennessee.—The unwise proceedings of made by the(m to the Executive Department of\ to affect injuriously the public interests, from
tion. And how is “ M Y Government” now
SATURDAY, MAY 3.
the Executive and the mad pranks of the the Government; the one bearing date the 22d the public Directors. And, if the Directors
seen and felt ? Look abroad upon this wideMr. Silsbee presented a memorial from 1000 Kitchen, are also producing their effect even day of April, and the other the 19th day of Au should fail to give the information called for, it
extended land—see its green fields withered
by the blasts of oppression—the bread of in citizens of New-Bedford, relative to the exist in Tennessee. An extract of a letter from gust last ;'both of which reports were communi would be my imperious duty to exercise the pow
Mr. Forsyth endeavored to Haywood county (Tenn.) and dated on the cated to the Senate by the Secretary of the er conferred on me by the law, of removing them
dustry snatched from the mouth of labor.— ing distress.
from office, and of appointing others who would
Hear’the piercing cries of widows and or show that there Was no pressure on the com 10th ultimo says“ Public sentiriient has Treasury, with his reasons for removing the de discharge, their duty with inore fidelity to the pub
phans ; the supplications, the execrations, mercial or other branches of industry, and greatly changed with us in regard to the posites.
lic. I can never Suffer any one to’hold office un
which daily and hourly come up to iis from that the cry of distress Was raised for party j Government of the present Chief Magistrate
The President declares “ the statements of der me who would connive at corruption, or who
Mr. Webster
replied, arid a debate aan(
the bauiuei
Cabinet irresponsible.
Our citizens
scs. mi.
»»
»vpivu,
naj me
irn»|*ui»iuic. vzLii
^
all classes, and occupations, and pursuits, up- purposes.
the public Directors, in the reports above men would fail to give the alarm, when he saw the
ie length
arose, which terminated in the | no j00ger place implicit confidence in the
I '
qn tifai heartless and iron-handed despotism, of some
eppmies of Liberty ,, endeavoring to sap the foun
tioned,
to be correct; and that they disclose the dations
nee
of
the
mémorial.
Several
résoluw
i
sc
|
O
m,
prudence,
or
political
integrity
of
memorial.
of ou.r free institutions, and to subject the
which has struck down their prosperity, blast reference
alarming,
abuses,
on
the
part
of
the
cor

most
free people of the U nited States to the ddininion!
ed their hopes, crushed them to the earth, tioris were offered, which lie for considera the President. They begin to regard with a
jealous caution his late ,acts, affecting so in poration, and the most strenuous exertions on of a great monied corporation.
and there still holds them in torture and'ago tion, and ¡the Senate adjourned.
Any Directors of the . Bank therefore, whojuriously the currency and national credit.”
ny, in its unrelenting and unrelaxing grasp—
their part to put an end to them. They prove might be appointed by the Government, wouldand. then hear the arbitrary author of all this
that enormous sums were secretly lavished, be required to report to the Executive as fully as
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
wide-spread ruin and heart-rending misery,
The Hon. David Crockett arrived in Newthe late Directors have done, and more frequent
MONDAY, APRIL 28. . York on Wednesday.
calmly tell us that Government should be
He was waited upon in a manner and for purposes that cannot be ly, because the danger is more imminent; and
like the dews of Heaven, seen and felt only in
Various memorials, on the subject of the by a committee of Whigs, who accompanied justified ; and that the whole of the immense it would be my duty to require of them a full de
the beauty and freshness which it diffuses ! ! removal of the deposites, were presented. him to his lodgings' at Congress Hall—where capital of the bank has been virtually placed tail of every part pf the proceedings of the cor
Such is his theory, and such his practice ! Among them was one from Essex North it is said arrangements will be made for him at the disposal of a single individual, to be poration, or any of its officers, in order that I
might be enabled to decide whether I should ex
It is another illustration with what effrontery District, by Mr. Osgood, who stated that he to see his friends.
used, if he thinks proper, to corrupt the press, ercise the power of ordering a scire facias, whichiron hearted oppression can put forth preten had received a letter of instructions from his
is reserved to the President by. the charter, or
sions to mildness and benignity.
constituents, directing him to vote for the
The occasion was embraced, at the elec and to control the proceedings of the Govern adopt such othef lawful,measures asthq interests
restoration of the deposites, and asked leave tion in Jefferson county, in Virginia, on Mon ment, by exercising an undue influence over, of the country might require. It is too obvious
Scene in New Orleans.—A fire recently to state the reasons why he should not com
elections.” And, moreover, he.says, “ the to be doubted that the misconduct of the Corpo
took place in a house in New Orleans, in an ply with their wishes. The question was day week, to take the. sense of the People on
ration would never have been brought to light
the
question
of
the
restoration
of
the
Public
upper apartment of which it was suspected twice put on granting leave, but no quorum Deposites to the Bank of the United States. reports were made in obedience to my official by the aid of public proceeding at the Board of
• directions. The Directors in making these Directors. The Board, when called on by the
that certain negro slaves had been confined having voted, the House adjourned.
The number of votes taken was -299 ; of
by the master and mistress of the house, and
reports, simply performed a duty, the neglect Government Directors, refused to institute an
whom
275
voted
in
favor
of
the
restorationj
there kept in extreme torture. The doors
TUESDAY, APRIL 29.
of which would h^ve been justly amenable inquiry, or require an account ; and the mode
and
24
against
it.
adopted by the latter was the only one by which
having been broken open to release these
Mr.
Lincoln
moved
a
suspension
of
the
to the severest censure.”
the object could be attained. It would be absurd
poor creatures, it appeared to be too true,
The Illinois Patriot Extra gives a brilliant
rule,
in
order
to
introduce
a
resolution
re

that a number of blacks had . been confined,
“ The Directors appointed by the United to ad mit the right of the Government Directors
account of a Whig meeting at Jacksonville..
specting
the
number
of
the
officers
employed
to give informaticé, and at the same time, they
as was supposed, and were suffering under
At this meeting, 8 Resolutions were unan• States cannot be regarded in the light of the orthe infliction of crueltiesálmost too monstrous in the Post Office Department, and their du imously passed, condemning in the strongest; dinary Directors of a Bank appointed by the deny the means o*f obtaining it. It would be but
of enabling the Bank to coneeai
for belief.-rOne of the victims had his head ties, and the nature and extent of its debts. terms, the President’s course in relation to Stockholders, and charged with the care of their another.mode
motion prevailed, yeas 103, nays 50.'
pecuniary interests in the corporation. .They its proceedings, and practice with impunity it®
bruised and his body covered with sdresj rThe
'
...
.
.
corruptions.
In
the mode of obtaining the in
The Chair said that the resolution must lie I the Ban’.: of the United States.
have higher and more important duties. They
which were alive with vermin. The facts
are- public officers. They are placed at the formation, therefore, and in their efforts to put
for
one
day.
Mr.
Lincoln
moved
a
farther
soon became notorious, and the populace
Never before in Print.—A person was seen Board not merely to represent the stock held by an end to the abuses disclosed, as well as in regathered round the house, and such was their suspension of the rule, but the motion was
them, Jhe conduct of the late directors
i
a
day
or two ago walking rapidly down in the United States, but.tpobserve the conduct of' porting
rejected,
yeas
110,
nayé
68
;
two
thirds
not
indignation, soon completed the ruin of what
the corporation, and to wa.tch over the public was judicious and praiseworthy ; and the honesty^,
the
middle
of
Maine
street
with
a
cowhide
in
consenting.
—
The
General
Appropriation
Bill
anc intelligence which they have dis
had been rescued from the jaws of the fire.
interests. It was fóreseeh 'that this' great mon- firmness,
i
The papers of thè city, with commendable á- was considered in Committee of the Whole, his hand, apparently in search of someone, eyed monopoly might be so managed as to en- ]played, entitle thenj, in my opinion, to the grat
when
he
stopped
suddenly
and
turned
round
danger, the interests of the country ; and it was iitude of the country.
lacrity, came out immediately with the strong and after several amendments had been made
But if I do not mistake the principles on which
to some gentlemen standing on the side-walk therefore deemed necessary, as a measure of
est and most pointed reprobation of the infer and disposed of, the House adjourned.
the Senate have recently rejected them, the con
and
enquired,
if
they
had
seen
a
large
stout
precaution,
to
place
at
the.Board
watchful
sen1
nal cruelty, which had been thus exposed.
which I.jdeem worthy ©f praise, they treat
negro-man pass by ? They replied that they tinols, who should observé its Conduct, and stand duct
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30;
<
This indignant sentiment in the population of
asa
breach of duty,;. and, in their judgment, the
ready
to
report
to
the
proper
officers
of
the
Govi
had
not,
—
and
asked,
if
he
was
a
runaway
?
—
Mr. J. Q. Adams gave notice, that he
New Orleans, is a fact that is extremely grati
which they took to obtain the informa
i
No,” said the man, “ 1 voted for Gen. Jack- arnmeht every act of the Board which might af- measures
fying. It justifies the very pleasing inference, should on Thursday ask leave to introduce
tion,
and their efforts to put an end to the prac
feet injuriously the. interests of the People.
1
son
and
Martin
Van
Buren,
at
the
la^t
elec

that ill-treatment oí ¿laves receives no counte a bill prohibiting the Banks of the District
The whole frame.of the charter, as well as the tices disclosed, and the reports they have made'
nance in Louisiana ; and if the remark is true from issuing bills of a smaller denomination tion, and I was hunting for a big negro, to lay manner óf their kppbidtment, proves this to be to the Executive, although true in all their parts,.
of that State, it is probably true of all other than ten dollars. Mr. McKennari concluded me down and give me “fifty”
their true character. Th'e United States are not. are regarded as an offence, and supposed to reNatchez Courier.
slave holding States. We cannot but believe his remarks in opposition to the resolution of
represented at the Board by these Directorsi quire some decisive marks of strong disapproba
merely on account of the stock held by the Gov tion.
that, with very rare and odious exceptions, Mr. Mardis. The bill to regulate the value
Senatorial votes taken at the last Election ernment. The right of the United States to ap
If the views of the Senate be such as I have
our black brethren, who hold the relations of of foreign silver coin was considered in Com
the difficulty of sending to-the Senate-,
slaves at the South, are treated without cru mittee, and reported without further amend in Connecticut, compiled for the Connecticut point Directors, and the number appointed, do supposed,
other names than those of the late directors
ment, as were also the/bills extending the Journal. In the whole 21 districts, there not depend upon the amount of the stock ;. for if any
elty? or harshness.—Newburyport Herald.
willbe atbnce apparent. 1 cannot consent to>
duration of the Commissions under the were 6715 Whig votes,, and 320 Tory ones— . every share should be sold, and the. United States
before the Senate any name of any one
Horrible Rum
Sometime last French and Neapolitan treaties, the former for Majority 639.5 I The Editor i/nvites opposi cease to be a stockholder altogether, yet under place
who is nbt prepared, with firmness and honesty,
week, àn intemperate man named Rollins, one year, and the other for six months. The tion editors to copy the statements, which he the charter, the right to appoint five directors to discharge the duties of public Director, in the
would still remain. In such a case what would
residing near King’s Mills in this town, fell General Appropriation Bill was then consid had taken the trouble to procure.
be the character of the directors ? They would manner they,were fulfilled by those whom the
into the fire while intoxicated, and lay there ered in Committee of the Whole. Mr. Foot
represent no stock,and be chosen by no stockhold Senate have refused to confirm. If, for perform
The charter of the Newburyport Bank has er. Yet they would have a right to sit at the ing a duty lawfully required Of them by the Ex
until part of his head and one arm were en moved to strike out the appropriations for the
tirely roasted !—Hallowell JLdv.
missions to England and Russia. This mo expired, and the Directors have given notice board ; to vote on all questions submitted to it ; ecutive, they are tobe punished by the subse
tion was supported by Mr. Davis ofS. C. and that they are about bringing its affairs to a and' to be made acquainted with all'the proceed quent rejection of the Senate, it would not only
be useless, but cruel, to place men of character
Bills of the South Bank, ones and twos, Mr. J. Q. Adams. Mr. A. said he should not close, and that no bills will be redeemed after ings of the Corporation. They would not, in such ■ and honor in that situation, if even such men
case, be ordinary, directors chosen by the stock- _ .
,
. ..- tc
fitted to
altered io fives, by cutting the word five from vote for an appropriation for a mission to the 15th day of June next. Those, therefore, aholders
'
If they
they failte
failed to
in proportion to their stock. But they could be found to accept it.
If
other bills and pasting it over the words one England, until the nomination should be who may have any of its bills on band, will would be public officers appointed to guard the give the required information, or-te Jakeprop
lose
the
value
of
them
if
they
retain
them
till
made.
He
was
unwilling
to
encourage
the
and two, are in circulation.—The cheat is
public interests ; and their duties must ©enform to, measures to obtain it, they would oe- removeu y
practice of making appointments during the after that time.
easily detected.—Bos. Trans.
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INTERESTING TO THE BLIND.
In Leö, N. Ü. Mr. ‘Edrmlhd Ryäti, äged SÖ.
the Executive. If. they gave the information, I One day later from Europe.—London dates
STATE OF MAINE.
In
Concord,
<
25th
ult.
of
pulmonary
con-sump£7*
__
C
PROBATE
NOTICES.
and took proper measures to obtain it, they 1 to April 4thj have been received by the ship
Secretary of State’s office ?
tion, Miss Lydia Farnum, daughter of Mr. _-=====_=
Would, upon the next nomination, be rejected by St. Lawrence, at New York.^
Augusta, April 15, 1834. y
Ephraim Farnum, aged 27.—She was lately an At a Court ■ of Probate held at York, within
the Senate. It Would be unjust, in me, to place ; It appears that the French Chamber of Dep
assistant Teacher in the Female Seminary at Ips
ÏHE accompanying ReSdlve appropriating
and for the county of York^ on the first
any other citizens in the predicament in which uties have rejected the bill, authorizing the. wich—and was distinguished for a bright and
Monday of May, an the year of our Lord Ohe Thousand Dollars for the support at thé
this unlóoked for decision of the Senate has! appropriation of 25,000,000 francs, for the
active mind, a highly finished education, uncom
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon- New England Institution in Boston, in thé
placed the estimable and honorable men who payment of claims for indemnity preferred by
mon aptness to teach, loveli-ness of, person, and
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Commonwealth of Massachusetts of such In
were Directors during the last year.
the Government of the United States. It is above all for Christian excellence. In death,
If '1 am not in error in telatimi to the principles up
digent Blind persons in this State, asrhaÿ ap
Court :
on which these gentlemen have been-rejected, the ne well known, that a convention was conclu she was triumphant.—JV. H Statesman.
DWARD FREEMAN, named Execu pear proper subjeéts for education at said in-j
In
Bangor,
Mr.
Nath
’
l
Ingersoll,
of
New
Glou

cessary consequence will be that the bank will hereaf ded with the Government of France, on the
tor in a certain instrument purporting stUtition is published for the infofmatiéti of all
ter be without Govqfnmen.t Directors, and the people of 4th July, 1831, by which that Government cester, aged,81. Mr. I. was born in Gloucester,
interested
in the welfare and happiness of
to be jhe.laat will and testament of Nathan

Mass. He possessed great bodily vigor, and a
the United Slates must be deprive^! of theit chief me,ans
bound
itself
to
the
payment
of
this
amount
to
of protection against its abuses ; for whatever conflict
constitution unbroken by disease of any kind, ■ iel F
r reeman
klki.viax'i, late
iaic of
ui York,
x uia, .in sffid
^iu county,
wuuy, that, unfortunate class of bur fellow béîngS.
ours,
while
the
Government
of
the
United
ing opinions may exist as to the right of the Directors
The following are the
which may be attributed in a great degree to his ( yeoman, deceased, having presented the same’
appointed in January, 1833, |o hold over until new ap- States, on the other hand, engaged to pay strict habits of temperance, and his total disuse j for probate:
RULES AND REGULATIONS,
póinfmentá;shall be made, it is very’ obvious that, 1,500,000 francs, to satisfy the claims of I and dislike of all spirituous liquors. He has pfaß-j
---a-. . the
. said
. « Executor give for the admission of Beneficiaries into thé
n an sp.irn.uous nquuis. jw uas pi au-1
ORDERED
—r~.
That
whilst their rejection by the Senate remains,in force
French citizens. By the second article of ticed upon the
C._ principles of total abstinence
‘
for ,| n(jtjqe to al) persons interested, by causing â $ew England Institution for the Education!
they cannot with propriety, attempt to exercise such a
power.
In the present state Of things, therefore, the that convention, the sum due to the’United more than sixty years;; he. was actively engaged ]! copy of this order to be published tfireè ,of the Blind.
corporation will be enabled effectually to accomplish; States was to be paid in six annual instal in his business but ten days before his death, Weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazètté,
Candidates for admission rn'iiët bé tftef Six
the object it,, has been so long; endeavoring to obtain. ments, of which the first became payable on having rode in six weeks 40Ö miles. He was one
and under twenty four years of âgé.’
Its exchange committee, audits delegated potvers to the 2d day of February 1833. The stipula or the soldiers of the Revolution, and received a printed'at Kennebunk, that they may appear
They must produce certificates of incurâat a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
its President; may hereafter be dispen’sed with, without
tions contained in the convention, on the part pension under the late pension, adt.
incurring the danger of exposing its proceedings to. the
In Portsmouth, on Wednesday, William Gard in said county, on the first Monday of Aygust .blé blindness; from some respectable physi
of
the
United
States,,
were
ratified
by
an
act
public view. The seixl+nets which the law had placed
ner, Esq. aged 82. ’ He held the office of Com n^xt,,at teii ot the clock in the' forenoon, and cian of regular standing; also their freedorri
of Congress of July 13th, 1832 ; and author missioner of U. S. Loans, in Portsmouth, for ma shewcauèë, if any they have, why’the said in from any epileptic or contagious disorder, of
at its'board, can no longer appear there.
Justice, to myself and to the faithful officers by whom ity was given to the Secretary of the Treas
ny years—and was a man of exemplary probity strument should not be proved, approved and from any physical affliction that would ren
the public has been , so well and so honorably served
ury to cause the several annual instalments and uprightness.
•
without compensation or reward during' the last year
allowed as the last will and testament of the der them unfit inmates with others.
In Montreal, Hoh. Horatio Gates, membßr.of said deceased.
has required of me this full, and frank exposition of my to be received as they became due, in such
Beneficiaries must prbdiice a certificate
motives for nominating them again after their rejection manner, as he might deem most eligible. A the Legislative Council of the Province, aged 53.
from the Selectmen or the overseers of thé
Attest, Wm. Cutter Alli:n, Register.
by the ¡Senate,
I repeat that I do not question the bill was drawn by that officer in favor of the
A true copy—Attest,
poor of their town, stating that their parenté
right of the Senate to confl'rrtì or reject al their pleas Cashier of the Bank, of the United States,
Wm. Cutter Allen, ' Régistdr.
and immediate relatives are unable to' defray*
■ ; SHIP .NEWS. ;
ure band if there had been any reason to suppose that,
and
presented
for
payment
on
thé
23d
of
May 10.
the rejection in this case had not been produced by the
the expenses of their education.
.
• KEMEBOK, M AY 10, 1884'
causes to which 1 have'altribp'ted it, or if my views of March 1833 ; thecircumstanc.es of the non
They must produce a certificate of good
their duties ahd the present importance of their rigid payment and protest of which are fresh in
At a Court of Probate held at York,1 within moral character ffbm the selectmen or cler^
'
ARRIVED.
perfenmauce were other than they are. I should, have , the recollection of our readers. Shortly after
. and for the County of York, on the first gyman of their town.
cheerfully acquiesced and attempted to find others who
May
5
—
Sch.
Moro,
Fletcher,
Gloucester.
a communication was made to the French
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
They must be provided with at least six
would accept the unenviable trust.—But 1 cannot con
■MEMORANDA.
)
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by ■ the good cottdn shirts, tvtfo vests, jackets dfid
sent to appoint directors of the Bank to be tbesubservi- Chambers, by direction of the King, recom
Sailed
from
Marseilles,.
9th
March,
ship
Newent instruments, or silent spectators, of its abuses and mending that provisions should he made for
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of pantaloons ; Six pairs of Sdcfes or stockings ;■
corruptions ; nor can I ask honorábje mèn*t'ó undertake carrying the Convention into effect. Noth Orleans, Cole, Palermo.
said Court*: ;
i,1 }i 1 * ’ • two pairs of boots or shoes ; six pocket bandAt Guyama, 9th ult. brig Rupert, unc.
-the thankless duty, with the certain prospect of being
ing, however, was done at the last year’s ses
ARAH MASON, administratrix of the ès- kerchiefs, and two black stocks ; all to be in
Ar. at Boston, 2d, brig Maine, Perkins, Ponce,
rebuked by the Senate fer its.faithful performance in
sion
of
that
body,
and
the
subject
was
not
fate of Simon Mason, late of Kennebimk- j good condition, and the wbollensofdafk colon
pursuance of the lawful directions of the Executive.
P. R. 1st ult.
I repèat that I do not claim a right to inquire into or Considered, until their present, meeting, when
Ar. at Charleston,. 21st ult. sch. Grape^ Bell, port, in said county, deceased, having pre- j
The females must be provided With at least
officially, to censure the acts of the Senate. But the the convention appears to have been treated Georgetown.
sented hér first account of administration of the same quantity of linen and with three
situation in which:the important interests of the Ameri as a nullity by the Chamber of Deputies.,
At Matanzas, 21st ult. ship Neva, Europe, the estate of said deceased for allowance : gowns and dresses.—The ; clothirig must be
can, people vested in the Bank of the United Stales
The whole number of votes given on this next day.
And also her petition for an allowance out of renewed from time to time, as may be neces
and affected by its arrangements, must necessarily be
the personal estate of said deceased :
left by the rejection,of the gentlemen now..renominated, question in the Chamber of Deputies was 344.
sary—by the parents ; anything more thari
has made it my duly give this explanation to the Sen On the passage of the law relative to associa- npHE subscribers to the Mousam ManuORDERED—That the said àdîninistratrix Common mending will not be done at the ex-5
ate and submit the matter to their reconsideration. If it tions a few days previous, it was 400, and the
JL factoring Company, are hereby notifi give notice to all persons interested, by pense of the institution.
shall be determined by the Senate that.all channels of
ministerial majority was 92. From the brief ed to meet at Kennebunk, on Tuesday;: the causing a copy of this order to be published
Each pupil must be provided with a Wood
information ; in, re.laj.ion to the . cor,ru.pl proceedings of
this dangerous and corrupt corporation shall be cut off, sketchy.given of the debates, it Would apT 27th of May inst» at ten o’clock, A. M. at the three weeks; successively in the Kennfebunk en Chest with a lock and key ; and of suffi
and 'die Gd^erilmbnt afidkhe country lèit exposed to pear, that the appropriation under the con Counting-House of J. Fiske, & Co., for the Gazette-Sprinted at Kennebunk, in said coun cient size to contain all their clothing.
its unrestrained' machination qgainst the purity,of tji? vention must have been opposed more, in purpdse of organizing said Company and ty, that they may appear at a Probate
i All the articles Of clothing must be marked
press and public liberty, 1 shajl after having made this consequence of an imperfect knowledge of
transacting such other business as may come Court to be’ held at Saco, in said coun With the owner’s riathe—at full length.
effort to avert so great an evil; rest/'for the justifica’tidn
The friends, of Persons desirous of availing
of my official course, with respectful confidence, oil .the the subject, than from any rational conviction before them, agreeably to the act of incor ty, on the first Monday in June next, at ten
of its impropriety. The* only objection stated poration.
J ONA. FISKE,
judgipent of the American people.
of the clock in the foreiiobn, and shew cause, themselves of the Bounty of the State are re
In conclusion, it is proper 1 should inform the Sen by one of the members, M. Mauguin, was,
WM. E. HACKER,
if any *tbéy have, why the said account quested to make Written application therefor^
ate that there is now no Government Director appoint that Prinêe Polignac. believed that nothing
M. D. LEWIS,
should not be allowed, and the said allow to lhe Subscriber, (at this Office,) on or be-5
ed for, the present ye,ar ; Mr. Bayard, who was nomi
was due to the. Americans : another declared
ISAIAH HACKER,
fore the 12th of June next,—stating their Agej
ance made.
nated and confirmed by the Senate, having refused to
that, some of these claims were included in
JEREMIAH BROWN,
Attest,
Wm. Gutter Allen, Register.
Sex, Occupation, Abilities, Constitution, Char
accept that appoiiilménl.
.
ANDREW JACKSON.
the treaty of 1819 with Spain ; and .a third,
A true copy, ’Attest,
MOSES BROWN,
acter, How and when they became Blind, and
'WM.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
that the. people of the United-States were too
DAVID S. BROWN»
their situation, and that of theif near relative#
The Message was referred to thè commit good calculators to take offence at the rejec
May 10.
May 10; 1834.
in regard to property.
tee on Finance.—Mr. Tyler, from this com tion of the treaty. The’reply of the Minister
Bv order of the Governor and Council.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, ROSCOE G. GREENE, Secretary Of Stater
mittee., made a report on the subject, on the of Foreign Affairs was brief and conclusive.
within andfor the county of. York, on thë first
1st inst. which concluded with recommend He showed that Prince Polignac had express
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
ly admitted the validity of the claims ; that
> SHALL sell at Public Auction,
STATE OF MAINE.
. ,
ing to the Senate not to confirm the npmina- none of these indemnities had been included
eighteen, hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon Resolve for the relief of the Indigent Blindi
1 at Joseph Sayward’s tavern, in
tions. The position on which the President in the treaty of 1819, and that good faith re
ourable
WILLIAM
A*
HAYES,
Judge
of
Alfred, on Thursday the 29th day
Resolved, That the sum of One Thousand
said Court.
,
grounds his’ Message is very ably examined quired the passage of the law proposed. Un
___ of May inst. at ten of the clock in
Dollars be and hereby is appropriated for the
IkTATHAN
D.
APPLETON
and
ALVAH
and conclusively refuted in this report. It is der the convention French wines have been forenoon, the following valuable. Real Estate,
JL1 CONANT, guardians of Thomas P., education of indigent Blind, in the State of
Maine, to be expended by the Governor with
wl’itten in a calm, dispassionate manner, and for some time admitted into our ports at re 1 v*z :
duced rates of duties, while, on the part of
One undivided fifth part of the Balch Mills Clement'. M., James D-, Lucretia H., Oliver, the advice and consent of Council at their
should receive a candid perusal from every the French government, no step whatever and privilege; i;n Shapleigh.
and Frances Farnham, minors and children I discretion, in defraying in Whole or part, upAmerican . citizen. We shall publish it in towards a fulfilment of their stipulations ap
Fifty acres of limbered Land, in the vicin of Jonathan Farnham, itiie of Alfred, in said ! on application, the expense of placing at the
county, deceased, having jjfeseme^ their first ¡.New England Institution in Boston such in
our next number.—Since the publication of pears to havë been taken, for more than two ity of said Mills.
years after the convention was concluded.
"A dwelling- house, and other buildings at accounts of guardianship of bheir said wards digent blind persons as may appear proper
the Report referred to above, the Globe has
for allowance : ,
Boston Daily Advertiser.
Scratch Corner, in Waterborough. ,
for education at such Institution.
announced, that the Senate were not proba
ORDERED—That the said guardians give subjectsjntfiellouse
. FRANCE. '
A dwelling house, lot and barn at. said
of Representatives, ?
notice
to
all
përsons
interested;
by
causing
a
bly actuated in the rejection by the motives Chamber of Deputies—Tuesday, April 1. Scratch Corner,--known by the name of the
March 11,1834.
$
copy of this order to be published three
imputed to them by the President, and that he
The project of a law authorizing the appro- I Carpenter lot.
i
Read
and
passed.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk-Ga
N ATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
will therefore probably “ nominate other Di priatipn of 25,.000,000f for the pay ment of all j The farm in Lyman now in occupation of zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
rectors as soon as a proper selection can be claims of indemnity preferred by the Gov-j Simeon Chadbourne, containing about one that they mpy appear at a Probate Court to In Seriate March 11, 1834, Read and passed«
eminent of the United States, was rejected ' hundred and sixty acres..
«JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President.
made.”
by a vote 176 to 168—majority against the
Conditions of sale, and further particulars be fiéld at Alfred, in said county, on the first March 11/1834, Approved.
.
Monday
in
September
next,
at
ten
of
the
Clock
made known at the time and place of sale.
bill 8.
tf
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
in
the
forenoon^
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
, TIMOTHY FERGUSON.
Virginia.—In Districts electing one hun From a letter contained in London papers of
have, why the said accounts should not be
STATE OU MAINE?
Sou th-Berwick, May 2, 1834.
April 4.
dred and ten Delegates, from which returns
allowed.
Resolve for establishing an Insane FfospitaL
Paris,, Wednesday, 2 o'clock P. M.—The
have been received^ seventy-four opposition following paragraph appears in the Moniteur
Wm. CtjlTER Allen, Register.
.ASSESSORS’ NOTICE. A trueAttest,
Resolved, That there be allowed and .grant
Copy—Attest,
and thirty-sir Jackson Delegates have been of thii* morning.
THE inhabitants of the town of Kenne
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ed for the purpose of establishing an Insane
“ Last evening, after the sitting of the
bunk, and others liable to be taxed
chosen, Twenty-four only remain to be
Hospital in this State, the sum of Twenty
May 3.
heard f^om. So.it/is settled beyond all doubt Chamber of Deputies, the Duke de Broglie therein, are hereby required to make and
Thousand Dollars, to be derived from the
and General Sebastiani delivered theirresig- bring into the undersigned, Assessors of said
proceeds of the sales of the public lands, and
that Virginia—Democratic Virginia—has a- nations into the hands of the King.”
town, true and perfect lists of their polls and
to be paid out of the Treasury of the State,
UST
received
by
the
sübsériberj
á
general
bandoried the Administration.—In West
Great exertions had been made,by Minis of all their estates, both real and personal.,
whenever said sums shall be realized and re-4
assortment of
moreland Co.—^the native county of George ters to induce the Chamber to vote for the , (excepting such as is by law exempted from
Ceived from said source^ Said sum to be ex
Washington—the election resulted in the project, and on no previous occasion perhaps I taxation) which they were possessed of on EJVGLJSH, FRENCH£? pended in erecting a suitable building or
did the "Duke de Broglie use his powers of'
choice of the opposition over the Jackson oratory to so great an extent as on this. But |, the first day of May, 1834, and it will be exGOODS, . buildings fol* ail Insane Hospital, in rriannef
I pected; of each person to make oath to the
hereinafter provided and described, on condi
candidate; by a majority 106 votes.
those who had made up their minds that a I! best of bis knowledge, said list contains all which will be sold On TeaSonabje terms for tion that a like sum of Twenty Thousand
grant of,12,0ÔÔ,000f. would have been a very !I his taxable property ; and those who fail to cash or approved credit.
Dollars be raised by individual donations,
ISAAC FURBISH.
RewaRded at last !—Richard Rush has ample compensation of the real amount of bring in as above directed, may expect no
towards erecting and maintaining the same,
loss
sustained,
being
told
that
they
must
ei

abatement by the assessors.
Kennebunk, May 3,1834.
within twelve months from the passage of an
been appointed Secretary of the Bank Com
ther vote for the 25,000,000f. proposed by the
One di more of the Assessors will be in
Act in reference thereto.
mittee of Investigation—compensation $8 project,’or against the project altogether, in session at their Office, (over the store of John
NOTICEr“
Resolved, That whenever the foregoing
per day. All humane and well disposed per asmuch as a convention with thé United Frost, Esq.) for- the purpose of receiving
HE Copartnership heretofore existing condition shall have been complied with, the
sons must feel much satisfaction at this intel Stqi.es, stipulating for that sum, had been I1 the same, from the 12th to the 17th day of
between the subscribers, under firm of Governor with advice of Council be and he
hereby is'authorized and empowered to pur-5
STONE & ALLEN,
ligence—the efforts of the ex-Minister Pleni signet!, and must either be fully executed the present month, from 2 until 4 o’clock in
or wholly rejected, preferred the rejection, j
of each of said days.
is this day by mutual consent dissolved, and chase a lot of land within the State and pro
potentiary in the cause of Anti-Masonry and with all the consequences it threatened, to i the afternoon
NATH. JEFFERDS,)
Assessors
persons having demands against said firm cure a good and sufficient title and convey
his anathemas against the Bank are deserv the chance of a vote by which, they yvere re
JESSE TOWNE,
>
of
are requested to present them for payment, ance thereof to the State, which shall be ail
ing of both honors and emoluments from those quired to provide for what appeared to them > EZRA PERKINS, ) KemnebunE and all persons indebted to said firtn are re eligible site for an Insane Hospital, regard be
an unnecessary surplus.
Kennebunk, May 7, 1834.
quested to call and settle with the subscri ing had in the selection of such site, to the r
whom he has so essentially aided.
centre of population and to the cheapness of
bers.
TOBIAS STONE,
^mwsl Mendum
The Bath Enquirer, late a Jackson paper,
labor and materials for the Construction of
BENJAMIN
ALLEN.
■
It is rumored that the President will shortly takes an open stand against tlie,administra
NFORMS his friends and the public that
said Hospital ; and also to the amount of do
Kennebunk, April 23, .1834,
he continues to carry on the Tailoring
resign and give the Vice President.the reins tion.
nations which may be contributed by indi
Business, in a neat and Fashionable manner,
NOTICE.
~
of power, in compliance with the suggestions
viduals towards the erecting and establishing
The Argits.—The nominal proprietorship at his shop in Kennebunk Village.
.
< oL
of the Cabinets proper and improper. Prob
F|pllE Copartnership heretofore existing be-, the same.
He
would
also
give
information
that
he
re

Resolved, That Whenever a site shall have
ably there is no ‘foundation whatever for the of this paper has passed from the hands Of celés the fashions as often as they are report A tween the subscribers, under the firm been
provided as aforesaid, the Governor
Mr. Todd to those of Charles Holden. Its.
of James & William JSaston, is this day by
rumor.
. with advice and consent of the Council shall
Tory politics will remain unchanged. The ed.
mutual
consent
dissolved,
All
persons
hav

The Spring and Sommer fashions are now
same junto will doubtless control it.
ing unsettled accounts with said firip are re. appoint a Board of three Commissioners who
received.
. shall cause to be erected on said site a Hos
Latest from Mexico.—By the brig Paragon,
quested to exhibit them for settlement to eith
Kennebunk, May 10,1834.
Ordination.—On Wednesday, the 9th ult.
pital and other buildings suitable fof the ac
we have repeived Vera Cru# papers to April
er
of
the
subscribers.
•
,
commodation of a Superintendent and of one
7th’. They bring the important intelligence Rev. Martyn Cu’sh/nan Was ordained Pastor
JAMES BAÉTON. .
hundred lunatic persons furiously mad 3,agree*
of arrangements being concluded between of the Congregational Church in Acton, Me.
WILLIAM BASTON.
Gen. Barragan, on the part of the Govern Introductory Prayer and Sermon, by Rev. J.
able to a plan of the most recent approved
Wells, May 1, ISál ¡
IN PRIME ORDER, for sale by
models for such an institution.
And said
ment, and Gen. Bravf, on the part of the in Weston, of Lebanon. Text,“ Who is suffi
MILLER
&
MILLER.
Consecrating Prayer
surgents. in the South, by virtue of which cientfor thesethings
. PBIWTS..---Wew Styles., ~ Commissioners shall have power to make all
May
9,1834.
necessary contracts and tb appoint Agents to
hostilities are terminated, and peace restored and Right hand of Fellowship by Rev. B. G,
Willey, of Milton, N. H. ; Charge to th’e'Pas
superintend the erection of the same, and
to the Republic.—N. Y. Jour, oj Com.
WATERSTON,
PRAt
&•
CO.
‘
tor and Addrèss to thè people by Rev. D. P.
who shall report to the Governor and CotinvNos. 71 and 73, Kilby-street.
cil, a system for the discipline and govern*
The Providence Journal gives a list of the ! Smith, of Newfield ; Benediction by the UasHEESE TUBS;: Churns ; KeeteTuhs
FFER for sale by the package or piece, ment of said establishment, as soon'asthel
number of spindles recently stopped in the , tor.—N. E. Telegraph.
Milk-Pails, &c. &c. For sale by,
an .extensive assortment of Printed Calicoes— same shall be completed.—And said Com
vicinity of Rhode Island, including Certain
----MILLER & HALL.
comprising more than ope hundred,and thirty missioners shall lay before the Governor and
portions tof Massachusetts and. Connecticut.
■May 2, .1834.,: •
. . . .
styles—many of which are new and beautiful. Council their accounts of expenditures and
The whole amount is estimated at eighty three
Also an assprtrpent of Colored Cambrics ; disbursements for the purposes of their being
thousand four hundred f
. ■:
School ISooks.
likewise, .printed Quilting .and Britannia examined, audited and allowed as in theif
discretion they may deem just and proper.
HE Sabbath Schools in this vicinity ban Hdkfs. by the case'.
' ' .
'
On the 7th ult. as the steamboat'Splendid
Resolved, That the Treasfifer of this StatO
be supplied with the publications of Printers of newspapers in the Npw England
was leaving the landing af Natchez, a shot’
States, who insert the above, vvith this notice, be authorized to receive any donations, either*
the Massachusetts S. School-Union and variwas. fired frOth a house near the wharf from ,
ouS.ot)ier Sabbath School Books, at the same once a week for six weeks inside, shall be in money, securities, or in any real or other'
which the boat started, and killed one of the
If your ebemy is forced to have fefeourse prices as they are sold: at the S. S. Depository paid on presentatiqn of thqir bills.
personal estate from any person or persons,
passengers. The boat immediately.returned
a lie to blacken you, consider what a pleas in Boston., by applying ¡at the store of the sub
Boston,'March 13,1834.
.. .
which shall be appropriated exclusively to
and the corpse was brought on shore. This to
ure it is to think of your having supported scribers.
the
object aforesaid. And that it shall be the
,
:
:
,
.
is the third time, and from the same house,
duty of said Treasurer, to keep' a distinct and
The 2d, 3d and 4th volumes of the Union
CAPS
&HATS..
that persons have been shot on board of boats such a character as to render it impossible
for malice to hurt .you, without -the aid of Questions for sale aS above.
rpHE subscriber has for sale separate account thereof, to be appropriated)
leaving that place.
falsehood.
MILLER & HALL.
!
Men’s and Boy?s Cloth and as aforesaid under the order and direction of
and Councih
. .
4
Keiffiebuhk, April 24,1834.'
Morocco
Caps, and: Boston Fur the Governor
The Snow Storm.—The storm of Sunday .7^ ’’
HYMEliEAL
In the House of Representatives, !
Hats of a good quality, which will
extended: as fftr south as Maryland, ^.nd at
March 8,1834,
. y
•
! NotTUe.
MARRIED—In ¡Kennebunk-port, on the 8th
night there was an inch of snow on the
be sold low for cash.
Read and passed.
.
.
THE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
WILLIAM
SAFFORD.
inst.
Mr.
A
lbert
J.
H
oward
,
to
Miss
H
annah
ground, accompanied by a heavy frost.
NATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
Mason, of K.
Kennebunk, May 3, 1834.
In Senate, March 8,1834.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
General Washington signed the,charter of
’
’
OBITUARY?
Read and passed.
.
notice that he has made suitable provision for
the old Bank of the United States—and six
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President
them at,the town ; Work-House, and hereby
teen out of nineteen of the framers of the pres
AVE just received their stock of Spring
DIED—In this town, 34 insti Mrs. Abigail forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
March 8,1834.
ent Constitution, who were in Congress at Cobern, aged 72.
Goods, which will be opened early
of
the
Paupers
of
said
town,
as
he
is
deter-'
Approved,
'
ROBERT
P. DUNLAP.
that time, voted for a Bank—yet we find per
In Limington, 22d ult., Miss Rachel Watson,
hext week, when they will be happy to wait
mined to pay no bill for their support.
Attest,
ROSCOE G. GREENE,
sons of the present day declaring it to be an aged 19 years.
on
their
friends
and
customers.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD
Secretary of Stat^
In H'ollis, 16th ult. Mr. Thomas Davis, aged
infringement of the Constitution to establish
Kennebunk, May 1$ 1834.
a National Bank. Who are the best judges ? 95 years-"-a patriot of the revolution.
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POETRY
SHOULD MAN BE PROUD ?
Should man be proud ?—Go ask the great,
The great in wealth, in power, or name—
You will not find with all their state,
The true in heart or pure in fame,
The world, with its infectious breath,
Hath scatter’d wide the taint of sin,—
Like marble o’er the place of death,
Though fair without, all’s vile within.

John H. Eaton has been appointed by the
President of the United States, with the ad
vice and consent of the Senate, to be Govern
or of the Territory of Florida, to succeed
Governor Duval, whose term of service has
expired.

New Goods, at reduced prices.

GARDEN SEEDS.

WILLIAM LORD

D. REMICH

Public Attention !
S most respectfully solicited, by the sub
scriber, to an

I

AS for sale an assortment of Garden
INVALUABLE PREPARATION,
Seeds, from the Seed Establishment
connected with the New England Farmer
the merits of which have been tested by
—CONSISTING OF—
Office, Boston, which are warranted to be of time and are sustained by undoubted
In addition to the death of Commodore Broadcloths ; Cassimeres : Sattinets ;
the crops of 1833, and of the first quality.
TESTIMONY.
Laborde, mentioned a day or two since, of Summerwear ; Black Lasting ;
Each sort is labelled with directions for its
cholera, we have to announce that of the English Ginghams ; Calicoes ;
culture.
French Consul at Havana, on the 11th ult. Printed Muslins; Alepine; Vestings; Barrage;
Among them are the following :
Silk Flag, Black Silk, Cotton, ? n
of the same disorder.
Early Turnip Blood Beet.
Fancy
and
Sewing
Silk
y
Should man be proud ?—ask poverty—
are every year increasing their long estab
Long Blood do.
American
and
Russia
Diaper
;
Degraded oft below the brute,
lished reputation. They have outlived
The two story brick dwelling-house, own 1 Corded Skirts ; Bobinet Lace;
Early York Cabbage.
Will not his burning tears reply
many rival preparations, and are continu
ed and occupied by Mr. James Wilson, of Edgings and Quillings ; White Cravats ;
Large Late Drumhead do.
In language eloquent though mute—
Bradford, Vt. was destroyed by fire, 18th ult. Stocks ; Cotton and Linen Drillings ;
Red Dutch do. (for pickling.)
ally gaining upon public confidence.
Its ceaseless tale of bitter wrong,
—together with 300 bushels oats and a quan Silks ; Mixed Camlet;
Early Horn Carrot.
Its deep abasement—e’en in dust,
The Botanical Drops have been success
tity of wheat. Furniture principally saved. White Veils; Green do.; Ribbons ; Gloves;
Long Orange do.
Will answer loud, and answer long,
fully administered for many years, as a
And answer true, and true it must.
Curled Cress.
Insurance $2000.
Hosiery ; Plain and Figured Muslins;
thorough remedy for that well known and
Early Frame Cucumber.
White and Colored Cambrics ;
Should man be proud ?—Go ask the grave,
prevalent class of inveterate diseases, which
Long Green prickly do.
The Bank Committee at Philadelphia, en Bright and covered Buttons ;
The cold, the lone, down trodden tomb,
originate from a vitiated habit of body, or
Early Curled Silesia Lettuce.
tered upon their investigation on the 25th ult. White and Mixed Knitting Cotton;
Where sleeps the monarch and the slave,
an hereditary predisposition in the patient,
Royal Cape Head do.
In kindred dust and kindred gloom—
Black, Brown and White Linen ;
and generally appear under the various and
Tennisball do.
Go to the place where thousands sleep
Brown and Bleached Sheetings & Shirtings ;
Large Musk Melon.
In still oblivion's midnight shroud,
distressing shapes of Scrofula, Salt Rheum,.
Warp Yarn ; Ticking ; Bed Lace ;
And o’er the wreck of being weep,
Green Citron do.
Leprosy, St. Anthony’s Fire, Fever Sores,
Tapes, &c. &c.
And ask if there—Should man be proud ?
James A Isaac Eord
Large Round Water do,
White Swellings, Scurvy, Foul and obsti
GROCERIES,
&c.
of
Yellow
Dutch
Onion.
AVE just received an assortment
nate Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes, Scald’
ODE.
Molasses
;
Havana
White,
Brown
and
Loaf
White Portugal do.
NEW GOODS, suitable for the pres
1st voice.—Temperance ! tell the listening world
Head and Venereal Taint.
Large Dutch Parsnip.
ent and approaching season, which they Sugar
will ; Tobacco ; Cloves ; Pepper, Spice ;
What thine advocates have done ;
Nutmegs
:
Ginger
;
Salseratus
;
In the last mentioned condition of the sys
Sage. Summer Savory.
sell very low.
2d voice.—Hearken ! now the tyrant’s hurl’d
Cake and Bar Soap ; Indigo ; Starch ;
tem, the Botanical Drops will be found to
Early Bush Scollop Summer Squash.
—CONSISTING OF—
From his high despotic throne.
Coarse Salt; Table do.; Coffee ;
Early Long Warted do.
eradicate the lurking poison, where Mercury/
B and’ BoS
| BROADCLOTHS;
Sperm and Whale Oil ; Figs ; Raisins ;
1st voice.—Temperance ’ shall it bear the sway,
Tomato.
has totally failed, and thus prevent the pa
Oranges ; Corn ; Flour ;
Shine o’er earth in splendor bright ? CASSIMERES ;
Early White Dutch Turnip.
rent from entailing the seeds of an heredita
2d voice.—Listen ! for a brilliant day,
Herds’ Grass, Clover, and Red Top Seed.
Ruta Baga do.
White, Red, Green ? T?T ANrivirT a .
ry disease on his offspring.
Drives away the gloomy night.
and Yellow
| FLANNELS;
White
Fiat
do.
HARD WARE, &c.
DR. RELFE’S BOTANICAL DROPS
Bene Plant—Egg Plant.
1st voice.—Temperance 1 will thy beams alone, Black, Green, and Mixed SATTINETTS ; Manure Forks ; Spades ;
are successfully used in cases ot violent erup
White Mulberry Seed.
Iron and Cast Steel Shovels ; Do. Hoes ;
Gild the spot that gave thee birth ? Plain and Striped Stormants ;
Hamilton Stripes ; Rouen Cassimeres ;
2d voice.—Other climes its sway shall own ;
Curry Combs ; Handsaw and Millsaw Files ;
Ol/^Ornamental Flower Seeds, in tions after the measles—red blotches—pim
See ! it bursts o’er all the earth.
Black Lasting ;
Iron and Silver plated Spoons ; Needles ;
great variety, comprising some of the most ples on the face, festering eruptions on the
Silk, Flag and Cotton Hdkfs.; Calicoes ;
showy and beautiful Annuals, Biennials and skin—and other diseases of the external'
Floor, Hearth and Shoe Brushes ;
1st voice.—Temperance ! are thy sons to fight
Eng. Gingham ; Green Barrage ;
Knives and Forks ; Pocket and Pen Knives ; Perennials.
surface, and are one of the best Spring and'
Like hosts of earth, to fix thy laws ?
Barrage Veils ; American and Russia Diaper; Scissors ; Wheel and Waggon Tire ;
Kennebunk, April 7,1834.
Autumnal physics known, to free the sys
2d voice.—Oh no ! thy truth and love unite
Cotton Cambrics ;
Plough Plate ; Cast, Tub and Swedes’ Steel;
To achieve our holy cause.
tem from humors.
Cambric, Book and Swiss Muslin ;
ED TOP SEED, for sale by
8 by 10 and 7 by 9 Glass ; Grindstones, &c.
Striking instances of Success.
1st voice.—Temperance ! then I’ll be thy child, Colored Cambrics ; Edgings and Quillings ;
WILLIAM LORD.
ALSO, AN ASSORTMENT OF
Extract of a letter from a Physician of the
For I love thy sacred name,
White and Brown Linnens ; Bobinett Lace ;
April 19,1834.
Crockery & Hollow Ware.
first respectability, and extensive practice,,
2d voice.—Yes 1 thy voice and influence mild,
Press Crape ; Black Italian do.;
Can the wildest passion tame.
Kennebunk, April 17, 1834.
in this vicinity, member of the Massachu
Imitation Cambric; Bishop Lawn ; Long do.;
wboe^to^s
setts Medical Society.
Together.—Temperance ! we shall shout thy Colored Florences ; Fancy Hdkfs.;
JfEDlIAM/ JVOTIEE.
Black and Green Silk ; Ladies’ Cotton Hose ;
june 16th, 1829.
praise ;
HE members of the York County Med
[Price reduced to 25 cenfs.]
We no more will leave thy hand ; Stocks ; Thibet Shawls ; Copper-plate ;
Dear Sir,
ical
Society,
are
hereby
notified
that
Which
cures
in
less
than
one
hoar
’
s
appli

Brown and Bleached Shirtings & Sheetings ;
Joyful now our anthems raise
——“ This child, before he was a year
an adjourned meeting of the Society will be
cation. See directions.
Ticking ; Warp Yarn, from No. 7 to 20 ;
In every clime and every land.
held in Kennebunk, on Wednesday, the 28th
HE character of this celebrated Oint old, became afflicted with a leprous disease
Suspenders ; Tapes ; Canvass Padding ;
of May, at 10 o’clock A. M. at the house of
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, of the skin, and which gradually increased,
Grass Cloth ; Muslin Capes and Collars ;
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
so that when about three years old, the whole
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
Garniture, Cap, Taffita and Lutestring Nathaniel M. Towle.
B. SMART, Secretary.
The Temperance Cause in Kennebec
disease or lied the Itch—and for all ki nds of surface of the body was one continued sore,
Ribbons ;
April 18,1834.
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar attended with an ichorous discharge, pro
Spool Cotton ; Coat and Vest Buttons;
County.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
In January last, the Executive Commit Kid Gloves.;
ducing great soreness and intolerable itching,
GRASS
MEED.
The well mown JAUNDICE BITTERS,
’ Calf, Kid, Morocco ?
tee of the K. C. T. S. published a pam Ladies
LOVER and Herds Grass Seed, brought which are so eminently useful for removing which became almost insupportable. A
and Prunella
$ SHOEb;
phlet giving the proceedings of the County
from the Kennebec, and free from any all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
great variety of the most approved external
Childrens’ Morocco Shoes ; Cotton Batting ;
Convention, and an abstract of the statistics Linnen Cambric Pocket Hdkfs. ;
mixture of wild Seed, for sale by
A. fresh, supply is just received, and for sale by and internal remedies were used without
MILLER & HALL.
reported to it, together with an address to Oiled Cloth and Cotton Umbrellas ;
any permanent relief. Much interest was
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
April 4,1834.
the public. As many of our readers may American Ginghams ; Bangup Cord ;
excited in behalf of the child, and conse
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
not have met with this pamphlet, we will Buckram ;
quently different medical advice was solicit
Wholesale, by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
LORD CABOT.
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, ed, but with little or no advantage, the dis
give a brief summary of the statistics. Double and Single Foundation Muslin ;
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimp'son, Low and Reed, J. P.
Returns nearly complete were received Padding; Suspenders.
mHIS beautiful and tho- Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to ease progressed with unabaling violence and
from the towns of Augusta, Albion, Ches
Groceries, &c.
rough bred young be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. seemed to defy the healing art. At length
V® BLOOD HORSE, is of an
terville, Mount Vernon, New Sharon, Tem Molasses ; Tobacco ; Cloves ; Salaeratus ;
the parent was induced by the advice of a
BOTANICAL HTGEJAN
elegant dark Chestnut Color,
ple, Wilton, Windsor, and Winthrop, and Ginger ; Nutmegs ; Pepper ; Spice ; Indigo ;
neighbor, (who had been benefited by the
Vegetable
with a star, black main, tailand legs,both
from Vassalborough, excepting the South Starch ; Cake and Bar Soap ;
article,) to try Dr. Relfe’s BOTANICAL
Universal Medicine.
V. Society. West Gardiner, Wes.t Water Turks’ Island and Liverpool Salt; Table do.; hind feet partially white below the pastern
HIS compound vegetable matter con- DROPS. Several bottles were given ac
joints. He is 6 years old in June next ; 15
Sperm
Oil
;
ville, East Readfield, and East Sidney So
sists of eight different articles only, and cording to the directions, before the least
hands high ; with a great share of bone and
Young Hyson, Hyson Skin ? TE .
cieties also made returns ; but from the oth
muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled is warranted free from any mercurial or abatement of the disease was observed ; but
and Souchong
$
A*
er Societies in those towns, and from China, Coffee ; Copperas ; Allum ; Otter ;
Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the chymical substances, all of which are consid by a persevering use of them, the ichorous
Clinton, Dearborn, Leeds, Rome, Pittston, Pepper Sauce ; Olive Oil ; Ground Mustard ; last season, at the age of 19 years, for $10,000, ered detrimental to those who take them.
discharges began to abate,—the scabs to
This medicine consists of tvvo kinds of give way in places, and fall off. The drops
and now stands on Long Island, in the State
Vienna, Wayne and Winslow, no informa Ink ; Bell’s Blacking ; Lemon Syrup ;
of
New-York,
for
the
use
of
mares,
at
$100
Pills
put
up
m
one
box
with
a
parting,
and
tion was received. The aggregates were 8 by 10 and 7 by 9 Glass ;
the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor designated by No. 1 and 2 ; the No. 1 is the were continued until the boy became per
as follows, and it is supposed they include 4, 6, 8,10, 12, 20 and 40d Nails ; Candles ;
gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two largest parcel. The box is enclosed*with a fectly well, the skin resuming its natural
Bar Lead ; Cayenne ; Salt Petre ;
about two thirds of the County.
Sulphur; Walnuts; Castana do.; Oranges ; minutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound and healthy aspect, seeming indeed like a
Whole number of members of Societies Bristol Bricks ; Box and Cask Raisins ; Shot; miles an hour, with ease ; and is now valued lengthwise over the box with a flowered label renovated skin—since which time the boy
returned, 5803—added within the year, Blue Vitriol ; Macaboy and Rappee Snuff; high for a brood mare.
on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni has enjoyed perfect health, and his cure is
2336—males 281.2—females 2745—drunk Ground Redwood and Logwood ; Stick do.;
versal Medicine. This vegetable compound ascribed wholly to the Drops, as no other
EORD CABOT
ards reformed since the commencement of Vinegar ; St. Croix and Havana Sugar;
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the is warranted good in all cases where any medicine was used in conjunctioq with
the reform, 94—intemperate persons now, Loaf do. ; Rice ; Pork ; Beef; Mackerel ; present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, thing of the nature of a good cathartic is them.”
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to wanted. The oldest and youngest may take
451—venders of ardent spirits, 106—com Cod and Hake Fish ; Cheese ; Corn ;
[The original letter, with additional par
insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within it without harm, or danger of taking cold,
mon grogshops, 44—traders who have Rosin ; Flour ; Chalk; Corn Brooms ;
ticulars,
may be seen by calling on the Pro*
without altering diet or dress from accustom
Herds Grass and Clover Seed.
a year, will be charged as with foal.
abandoned the traffic, 67—taverns keeping
prietor.]
ed
habits.
This
medicine
is
sure
to
give
sat

HENRY
RHODES,
Groom.
Hard Ware, #c.
ardent spirits, 49—temperance taverns, 12.
isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis
ftfr’A Gentleman of this city, who has
We the undersigned, having known Lord
Only three towns voted to authorize their Shovels ; Hoes ; Spades ;
Hay and Manure Forks ; Sickles ; Scythes ; Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro tered. It does not require the aid of any been attended a long time by our most cele
Selectmen to grant grogshop licenses.
other medicines. In common cases it should brated and experienced practitioners, and
Knives and Forks ;
The proportion of pauperism caused by Rim, Pad, Chest, Stock, Draw ? LOCIv^t * nounce him a first raté thorough bred Horse, be used as medicine, and not as food as some
who had been reduced to almost the last
and well deserving the patronage of the public. other medicines are.
intemperance, was one of the inquiries ad
and Cupboard
$
’
RUFUS BANKS,
stages of existence by his complaint—had
The
subscriber
respectfully
invites
the
pub

dressed to the local Societies, and the result Screws ; Augers ; Norfolk Latches ;
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The lost one eye !—and dreadful ulcers began to
of this inquiry was as follows :
Double and Single Plane Irons ;
JERE. MILLIKEN.
public may rest assured that every article in destroy his leg, and spread over his whole
In Augusta, the amount of money raised Butts and Screws ; Brass Kettles ;
Biddeford, March 15,1834.
4m.
this tiiedicine has been thoroughly tried and side, and to threaten a most painful and
for the support of the poor, is $1000—pro Hand Saws ; Mill Files ; Three Square do. ;
found to be as good as any thing that can be lingering death !—in communicating his
portion of pauperism caused by intemper Iron Squares ; Shovels and Tongs ;
found in any country. Any one that wishes case at large to the proprietor, makes the
Curry
Combs
;
ance is reported to be “ small ;” Albion,
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
for medicine, and are not able or willing to following closing remarks—
Jack, Pocket and Pen Knives;
purchase, are invited to call and take some
300—none by intemperance ; Belgrade, Cut Brads and Tacks ; Awl Blades ;
<c My case was pronounced by my Physi
for trial, without money or price. Put up in
250—one half caused directly, and half the Peg Awls ; Brass Candle Sticks ;
EGS leave to inform the inhabitants of a warranted uniform manner in Providence, cians to be one of inveterate Scrofula. It is
remainder indirectly by intemperance ; Shoe Knives ; Scissors ; Spectacles ;
not necessary to inquire whether other
S. PIKE.
Kennebunk and its vicinity, as well as R. I. by
Chesterville, 100—one half by intemper Hooks and Eyes ; Shoe Thread ;
None are genuine unless signed in the sub means would have effected the cure. I can
ance; Fayette, 250—about two thirds: Hair, Side, Small Tooth, and Ivory Combs; the public generally, that he has commenced scriber’s hand writing.
only say that Dr. Relfe’s Botanical Drops
business at Kennebunk village. He has an
Hallowell, 1150—two thirds ; Mount-Ver Tea and Table Spoons ; Bed Cords;
arrangement by which he will receive the la
LEADER DAM, No. 29, Prince Street, were the only means I made use of, (after
■Clothes
and
Fish
Lines
;
Horse
Brushes
;
non, 400—three-fourths ; New-Sharon, 350
test fashions from Boston, New-York, and Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the the physicians had exhausted their skill,)
—-one half; Temple, 45—none ; Vassalbo Floor and Hearth Brushes; Razors ;
other places, immediately after their introduc above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for and have no reason to doubt, that under
Selves ; Cotton Cards ; Ox do.;
rough, 450—three fourths ; Waterville, 400 Austin’s Rifles ; Scythe Sneaths ;
tion.
S. Pike of Providence, and by the following Providence, the Drops were the means of
—at least three fourths ; Windsor, 350— Scythe Staves«
By this, the employment of the best work persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews,
men, and a prompt attention to the calls of Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Win. L. relieving me from one of the most afflicting'
two thirds at least, and probably nearly if
Crockery Ware.
his customers, he hopes to merit and receive Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig diseases that humanity is called to endure,”"
not quite all, directly or indirectly ; Win Light and Dark Blue Tea Setts ; Red do.;
A Physician of eminence who had wit
a portion of public patronage.
gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French,
throp, 350—about one third ; Farmington Light and Dark Blue Printed Plates ;
nessed
the efficacy of this article, had the
Should
any
doubt
his
skill,
will
they
but
Ambrose
Seaton,
Pearson
and
Rowland,
White and Colored Bowls ; Emerald Tea’s ;
547—about one eighth directly.
afford him an opportunity, he will, by a good Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
candor recently to acknowledge to the
Thus the returns from 14 towns show Blue Coffee Cups ;
fit and faithful execution, endeavor to remove
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, Proprietor, that he considered it the best
about $6000 raised for the support of the White and Colored Mugs and Pitchers ;
their scruples. All garments warranted to by Wm. C. Mitchell &. Co. Joshua Durgin, medicine known, for the complaints for
White
and
Colored
Chambers
;
poor, of which about $2500 are estimated White and Colored Platters and Dishes ;
suit.
John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David which it is intended, and that it ought de
Ladies’ Habits cut in a fashionable style, and Griffith, Middle street; in Kennebunk-port,
to goto pay the price of pauperism occasion Mustard Pots; Salt Cellars; Cream Pitchers;
servedly to stand at the head of the whole
ed by intemperance. This, however, is by Glass Lamps ; Glass Salt Cellars ; Castors ; other cutting will be attended to with prompt by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph class of such remedies.
Wilson ; in York, by Andrew Clark ; in
no means a fair estimate—the proportion of Tumblers ; Vinegar Cruits ; Sugar Bowls ; ness.
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5*
(tT’The Summer fashions will be received Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements ;
pauperism caused in this way is still larger. Basins and Ewers.
in a few days.
in
Limington,
by
James
McArthur,
Esq.
;
#*#None genuine unless signed on theIn Augusta, for instance, where $1000 are
SSollow Ware.
Kennebunk, April 4,1834.
3m.
in Newfield, by John Adams; in Alfred, outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
raised for the support of the poor, the pro Dutch Ovens ; Spiders ; Ear’d Basins ;
by Nathan Kendall; in South-Berwick. etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
—*
m
portion of pauperism arising from intemper Tea Kettles ; Bake Pans ; Pots ; Kettles ;
GAR BIN SEEDS,
he late Dr. W. T. Conway. For salt,,
ance is said to beil small,” and is set down as Cast Iron Fire Dogs ; Wheel Boxes ;
F last year’s growth, put up in prime or
with
all the other a Conway Medicines,”
Waggon
do.
none in the above estimate. But taking the
der, for sale by
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
Wooden Ware.
MILLER & HALL.
other towns as a guide, it must be believed
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
April 8,1834.
that investigation would show the return to Painted Pails ; Churns ; Wash Tubs ;
& Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos»»
be erroneous. On the whole, it may fairly Work Baskets ; Dining Chairs ;
Rakes ; Ox Bows.
ton :—& also, by his special appointment»
Peas
A
Onions.
be estimated that more than one half the
April 25, 1834.
by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
ARDEN Peasand Onions of superior
pauperism in this county is occasioned by
TAKE NOTICB
quality, for sale by
%*Large discount to those who buy to
the use of ardent spirits ; and that in this
Ubrary for Sale.
MILLER & HALL.
sell again.
respect alone the County pays a tax of 6 or
HE subscriber offers for sale, a valuable
T>ANAWAY from the subApril
11,
1834.
LIBRARY, of about three hundred
$7000 a year to support grogshops and
IX scriber, on the 16th inst.
Volumes, comprising Theology, History and
Pa\m Leaî Hats.
rum-drinkers.—Hallowell Adv.
George Augustus Furbish,
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Miscellany. Among which are,
an
indented
apprentice
at
the
HE subscriber has for sale a large quan
Scott’s, Clarke’s, Henry’s, Doddridge’s,
HE subscribers having been duly ap
Shoemaking business. Said
Kentucky Election.—The Committee on Stuart’s and Byfield’s Commentaries ;
tity of Palm Leaf Hats, various sizes
pointed Commissioners to receive and
boy,
having
broken
his
in

Elections in the House of Representatives,
and qualities.
WM. LORD.
Fuller’s, Newton’s, Chai mer’s, Dwight’s
examine the several claims against the estate
dentures,
will
not
again
be
after an investigation offive months, have de and Bickersteth’s works, &c. &c.
Kennebunk, April 25,1834.
of John Cram, late of Parsonsfield, in the
cided that Thomas P. Moore is elected from
Also a prime Horse, and second hand County of York, deceased, hereby give notice suffered to return. I therefore hereby forbid
or trusting said boy on
GIMSS MEED.
Kentucky instead of R. P. Letcher, by a ma Chaise.
J. GUNNISON.
that they will meet the several creditors of the all persons harboring
3d. of
account,MOSES
as I willLITTLEFIELD,
not pay any debts
ERDS Grass, Clover and Red Top
jority of 35 votes. This decision, whether
Lyman, April 12, 1834.
estate aforesaid, for the performance of that myWells,
April 18,1834.
Seed, just received and for sale by
just or otherwise, will doubtless be acquies
duty, at the dwelling-house of Robert Cole, any name or nature, of his contracting.
MILLER & HALL.
ced in by the House.
TO FARMERS.
in Limerick, from two till four o’clock P. M.
May 1,1834.
PAIR of good broad rimmed Wheels, on the first Saturday of every month from
A stout, athletic man, by the name of Sam
ready to receive the tire, with axle and May next to October next, both inclusive.
EED WHEAT for sale by
ORN, for sale by the subscriber.
uel Book, of Lawrenceburg, Indiana, died at
IRA COLE.
drafts, for sale low by the subscriber.
MILLER & HALL.
WM,L0RD.
Natchez, two or three weeks since, of Cholera.
REUBEN BRACKETT.
JAMES LITTLEFIELD.
April 12,1834.
He was on his way home from New Orleans.
April 25,1834.
Limerick, April 11, 1834.
3w.
Kennebunk-landing, April 25,1834.
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